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Target:  All 4-H’ers 
 
Objective: To rekindle the true meaning of 4-H. 
 
Supplies Needed: One large candle and seven smaller candles. Narrator and speakers should be 
selected before the ceremony. 
 
If we were asked to express the true meaning of 4-H, each of us would tell a different 
story, and many of us would find it difficult to put into words all that needs saying. This is 
often true of the things that mean a great deal to us.  (Narrator lights the large candle.) 
 
The lighting of candles tonight symbolizes the flow of strength and unity in the 4-H 
Program and reminds us of our responsibility to embrace and endorse the 4-H Program to 
ensure its principles flame to life. Each of the candles symbolizes the potential of our youth 
and rural Manitoba, reminding us why we are all involved in the 4-H Program. Just as this 
flame requires renewed fuel to burn brightly, 4-H work requires the sincere enthusiastic 
co-operation of every, member, leader and parent if it is to be of worth to us all.  From 
this flame that is kept alive by all of us, we will light the candles of 4-H. 
 
(Narrator introduces the speaker by name.  The speaker comes forward and lights their small 
candle from the large candle.  After lighting their candle and saying their part, the speaker 
moves to the appointed place at the front of the room.) 
 
Representing 4-H Parents: _____________  
 
Speaker One: I pledge my head to clearer thinking. 
 I will act with good judgement, speak with knowledge and study in order to  
 grow in wisdom.  
 
Representing 4-H Leaders: ______________ 
 
Speaker Two: I pledge my heart to greater loyalty. 
 I will enrich my life with understanding, faith and confidence in myself, realizing 
 that what I seek in others, I must first develop in myself. 
 
Representing Senior 4-H Members: ______________ 
 
Speaker Three: I pledge my hands to larger service. 
 4-H has exposed us to the many opportunities that await us.  May I pursue a 
 career which will not only serve mankind, but in which I may fulfill my potential 
 and realize my dreams. 
 
Representing all 4-H Members, Past, Present & Future: ______________ 
 
Speaker Four: I pledge my health to better living. 
 May I find joy in work and play and live fully ands well, and guard as a valued 
 possession my sound mind and my good health. 
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Representing Junior 4-H Members: ______________ 
 
Speaker Five: As a 4-H member, I light this candle in appreciation of the many 4-H leaders.  
 May they continue to give so generously of their time and energy in teaching us to 
 use our heads, hearts, hands and health in becoming better Canadians. 
 
Representing Friends of 4-H: ______________ 
 
Speaker Six: I light this candle for the many friends of 4-H, some of whom have joined us here 
 tonight. 
 Through their support and interest the 4-H Program will continue to grow and 
 prosper across Canada. 
 
Representing the 4-H District: ______________ 
 
Speaker Seven: I light this candle as a symbol of unity. 
 May we strive together to make our community a better place for all of us, and 
 may our country prosper in peace and increase in strength as we take our place as 
 Canadian citizens. 
 
Please stand and join me in concluding this ceremony by saying the 4-H Pledge. 
 

 I pledge: 
    My head to clearer thinking, 
    My heart to greater loyalty, 
    My hands to larger service, 
    My health to better living, for 
    My club, my community and my country. 
 

 
 
 
 

THE CANDLE 
 

 A candle is but a simple thing,  
it starts with just a bit of string. 

Yet dipped and dipped with patient hand,  
it gathers wax upon the strand. 
Until, complete and snowy white,  

it gives at last a lovely light. 
 

Life is so like that bit of string,  
each deed we do a simple thing. 

Yet day by day if on life’s strand,  
we work with patient heart and hand. 

It gathers joy, makes dark days bright,  
and gives at last a lovely light. 

 
        Clara B. Thurston 
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Target:  All 4-H’ers 
 
Objective: To create a 4-H key tag, which symbolizes the true meaning of 4-H. 
 
Supplies Needed:  
 One strip of leather or hemp string approximately 14 inches long per participant.   
 One key tag or small fishing swivel per participant. 
 One bead of each color (white, clear, red, yellow, green, brown, purple and light blue) per 

participant.   
 Scissors for trimming the strip of leather or hemp string. 
 
Procedure:  Gather all of the necessary supplies for the number of participants.  It is a good idea 
to have the strips precut and the beads separated into individual color groups.  Have participants 
collect all of the supplies needed to make one key tag.  Individual packages sealed in small ziplock 
bags could be made in advance and be distributed to the participants. 
 

Read the instructions out loud as indicated on the reverse of this page, allowing sufficient time in 
between steps.  Depending on the age of the participants it may be a good idea to demonstrate as 
you move through the instructions.   
 
Variations:  Variations of the key tag could include making a friendship bracelet or necklace. 
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THE MOTTO:  LEARN TO DO BY DOING 
 

Fold your piece of leather or string in half and tie it to the key tag.  This strap 
and knot represent all that you LEARN BY DOING in the 4-H Program.  

 
4-H EMBLEM:  A green four-leaf clover with four white H’s, one on each leaf 
 

Slip a white bead through both pieces of the strap and push it up to the top of 
the knot.  This bead represents the four H’s on the 4-H Clover.  The white 
represents purity and wholesomeness.  The H’s represent HEAD, HEART, 
HANDS & HEALTH. 

 
4-H PLEDGE:  I PLEDGE… 
 

MY HEAD TO CLEARER THINKING, 
Slip a clear bead on to represent the first H – HEAD.  The clear bead represents 
“clearer” thinking. 

 
MY HEART TO GREATER LOYALTY, 
Slip a red bead on next to represent the second H – HEART.  The colour red is 
symbolic of loyalty, like the red on the Canadian flag. 

 
MY HANDS TO LARGER SERVICE, 
Slip a yellow bead on next to represent the third H – HANDS.  Yellow is the 
colour of sunshine and warmth.  When you serve others it is you shining 
through. 

 
MY HEALTH TO BETTER LIVING, 
Slip a green bead on next to represent the fourth H – HEALTH, and the green 4-H 
Clover.  Green represents life, growth, creativity and youth. 

 
FOR MY CLUB, MY COMMUNITY AND MY COUNTRY. 
Slip a brown bead on next to represent the whole earth.  Brown is the colour of 
soil, the substance that gives each of us a strong footing to move forward. 

 
Slip on a purple bead next, to represent royalty.  Purple is the colour placed on 
champions.  Make it your goal to always strive to be better. 
 
Slip on a sky blue bead.  This sky blue bead represents your potential as a 4-H 
Member.  Remember THE SKY IS THE LIMIT when you are a member of 4-H. 
 
Now we are ready to complete the key tag.  In 4-H, you can complete many projects.  
Tie a knot at the end to hold all of the beads in place.  By tying this knot, we are 
reminded to always keep our goals firm and our ideals in place. 



________________________________________ 
Adapted from Kansas State University Agriculture Experiment Station 

& Cooperative Extension Service – “Celebrating with 4-H Ceremonies” 
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Target:  Retiring 4-H Members 
 
Objective: To recognize the accomplishments of retiring 4-H members. 
 
Supplies Needed: Letters of the alphabet written individually on large pieces of paper, a small token 
of appreciation for each retiring 4-H member. 
 
Procedure: Call retiring members up to the front.  Have other members hold up the letter signs as 
each corresponding word and meaning is read aloud. 
 
The time has come to say goodbye to ______________ and thank her/him for her/his 
commitment and dedication to our 4-H club over the past ____ years.  The personal benefits 
gained from being involved in the 4-H Program are endless.  We have summed up all of the 
opportunities 4-H has given you into the “ABC’s of 4-H Involvement”. 
 
ACHIEVEMENT – Your involvement in the 4-H Program has provided you with a strong foundation to 
 achieve all of your goals in life. 
BEST – You have given your best in all of your project work and club involvement. 
COMMUNICATION – 4-H has given you the skills to communicate your thoughts effectively. 
DETERMINATION – Your determination shone through as you always kept trying, rising to face each 
 new challenge. 
ENTHUSIASM – Your enthusiasm to try now challenges and adventures has always been evident.  
FRIENDS – The friends you have made throughout your 4-H career will be with you for a lifetime. 
GOALS – 4-H has taught you to set goals for yourself and learn how to work towards them. 
HANDS – Your hands have provided service to others in the name of 4-H. 
INDEPENDENT – 4-H has helped you grow into an independent young adult. 
JOIN – Joining 4-H has opened many doors for you. 
KNOWLEDGE – You have gained knowledge about yourself and others through 4-H. 
LEADERSHIP – You have demonstrated strong leadership qualities throughout your 4-H years. 
MODEL – You have been a role model for younger members in our 4-H club. 
NEVER – 4-H has encouraged you to never give up and always keep trying. 
OPPORTUNITIES – 4-H has given you opportunities to see new places and meet new faces. 
PLAY – 4-H has shown you how to play while you work. 
QUIT – Quit is not a word in your 4-H vocabulary. 
RESPONSIBILITY – You have learned to take responsibility for your actions in 4-H. 
SERVICE – 4-H has shown you the importance of providing service to others. 
TALENTS – 4-H has allowed you to develop and share your talents with others. 
UNIQUE – 4-H has helped transform you into the unique individual you have become. 
VALUABLE – Your ideas have been valuable to our 4-H club. 
WEALTH – Your wealth of knowledge and expertise has grown throughout your involvement in 4-H. 
eXPAND – Continue to expand your horizons. 
YOUTH – Always believe in “Youth Power”. 
ZONE – Beware of the non 4-H zone – we challenge you to continue to spread the 4H word. 
 

Our 4-H club would like to say thank-you for you membership and all you have given to our club.  
Please accept this small token as a reminder of your involvement in 4-H.  We wish you good luck 
in all of your future endeavours. 
 

ABC’s OF 4-H INVOLVEMENT 



 



ACHIEVEMENT DAY SHOWCASE  
 
A 4-H Achievement is a time for celebrating, educating, evaluating and appreciating!  
Celebrate all the achievements of your club - members, leaders and parents should all be 
proud of their accomplishments!  

 

CELEBRATE BY HAVING AN ACHIEVEMENT DAY THEME! 
 Eat first - look and listen later! Organize a 4-H Family Potluck Supper.  Parents and 

guests can browse through project displays after their meal and the members can 
entertain with a short program. 

 

 Have a 4-H Achievement at the Circus.  Clowns can greet the guests and hand out small 
bags of popcorn to munch while they tour the displays.  Include circus acts on the 
program and decorate with balloons and streamers. 

 

 Sponsor a 4-H Academy Awards Night, hosted by Ozzie the Owl or Frisco the 4-H Fox.  
Handout awards to member and schedule guest appearances by “celebrities”. 

 

 Many members have special talents, include times on your Achievement program for 
them to showcase their skills. 

 Be creative! 4-H members can generate many exciting new themes and twists when 
given the opportunity. 

 
EDUCATE FELLOW 4-H MEMBERS, FAMILIES AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS ABOUT 
YOUR 4-H PROJECT WORK! 
Achievements provide an opportunity to educate the general public as to what your 
4-H club accomplishes in a year.  Hold your achievement on a school and invite 
classrooms to tour the displays.  Invite local newspaper reporters to your 
Achievement program, or submit an article to your local paper. 
 
4-H members can also use their project displays to educate others on specific 
project skills they have learned.  Project displays should be as educational and 
informative as possible. 
 
 Share recipes, patterns and instructions by having copies available. 
 

 Display and label pieces of equipment or tools that you used in your project. 
 

 Create “Helpful Hints” handouts on something you have learned in your project, such as 
budgeting, cake decorating steps, changing a flat tire or altering a pattern. 

 

 Include a self-evaluation – what you like best about your item, what would you do 
differently next time, and what skills did you acquired. 

 

 Remember, pictures speak a thousand words!  Be sure to include photographs of 
members in action.  

 



 Use poster and visuals to enhance your project display. 
 

 Add interest to your posters by mounting objects on to them.  For example, preserve 
grain or weed samples in heat locked baggies, label and attach to a poster board, or 
mount and label the individual pieces of a small engine by using a pegboard and wire. 

 
 
YOU HAVE WORKED HARD TO ACCOMPLISH YOUR PROJECT WORK…DON’T STOP 
BEFORE YOU COMPLETE THE FINISHING TOUCHES   
Showcase your completed project work to its best advantage.  Here are just a few 
examples of how you can add creativity to you project display.  Use your imagination…the 
sky is the limit! 
 
 Drape a black cloth behind your colorful photos.  
 

 Use a dollhouse to indicate safety hazards in the home. 
 

 Place your Christmas tree ornaments on a miniature artificial Christmas tree. 
 

 Accessorize your garments with earrings, hats, shoes, or pins. 

 Use a music stand to make your clothing take life.  A full music stand dressed in a 
sweatshirt with sweat pants attached, topped with a hat and sneakers at the foot can 
be filled out to look like a full-grown person. 

 

 Livestock projects can't bring in a live animal but you can use a stuffed or paper 
mache animal to describe body parts. 

 

 Use a three-sided backboard made out of paper, wood or peg board to display your 
posters and other items. 

 

 Wire coat hangers make excellent displays. They can be bent into all shapes for a 
support. 

 

 Include step by step pictures demonstrating a technique or skill. 
 

 Use placemats and napkins with your food display and always remember food safety 
rules.  Include your recipe book or cards. 

 

 Display what the item is useful for - put a book in your tote bag, flowers in your 
ceramic vase, treasure in your wooden treasure box. 

 Dress up your teddy bear with an outfit you have made. 

 Make a paper mache landscape of the wildlife habitat you observed. 

 Include colorful posters outlining skills or steps in a procedure as part of your display. 

 Use miniatures or models of items when the actual item is too large or can not be used. 



 Use a tablecloth or piece of material to cover the tabletop and to hide any extra 
materials under the table. 

 In order to assist the achievement judge in his/her evaluation be sure to; 
 Have your name on your project book. 
 Clearly display your project name and unit. 
 Compile your project books and records together in a binder to keep them neat and 

organized. 
 Clearly label all items.  If group work is done, clearly mark who is responsible. 
 Double check that all pages are complete and that all project completion 

requirements have been covered. 
 Clearly mark the division between each member's project. 
 Write an explanation if your project is completed differently than the 

requirements, you substituted one activity for another, or if you didn't follow 
pattern directions. 
 
 

SHOW APPRECIATION TO THOSE WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN MAKING YOUR 
CLUB’S 4-H YEAR A SUCCESS! 
Achievements are a time for appreciating the 4-H leaders’ volunteer commitment, the 4-H 
members’ dedication and hard work, and the community and parental support. 

 Have each project group donate a gift appropriate to their project.  Gifts could 
include: Breads – a loaf of bread; Woodworking - a napkin holder; Beef - a pound of 
hamburger; Car Care – a certificate for an oil change.  These can then be drawn as door 
prizes or used in a rainbow auction. 

 Invite your local sponsors and present them with Certificates of Appreciation. 

 Recognize 4-H leaders with small tokens of appreciation and a HUGE round of applause. 
 
 Be sure to thank parents for their contribution and support. 

 Praise all members for their efforts.  Completing a 4-H project is a big 
accomplishment.  

 You may also want to recognize significant individual achievements.  Consider 
presenting 100% Attendance Awards, have communications winners presenting their 
speech or visual presentation, or have travel recipients report on their experiences. 

All these Achievement Day ideas are tried and true!  They are a collection of ideas 
previously done by 4-H clubs.  Hopefully, they offer some new ideas for your 4-H club and 
spark further creative methods of showcasing your 4-H Achievement. 
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Adapted from Manitoba 4-H Council's "The Quality Equation - Quality People “ 

Binder, available in all Manitoba Agriculture & Food Offices 
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ACHIEVEMENT SELF EVALUATION  
 

A great Achievement activity which highlights the skills and talents  
members have gained from their 4-H project. 

 
 
Time: 20 minutes per member, per project 
          (just prior to achievement) 
 
Audience:  Junior & Senior Members 
 

 
Objective: To encourage 4-H members to 
 evaluate their own project skills. 
 
Supplies Needed: Copies of “4-H Project 
 Review”  (1 per member per project) 
 

 

WHAT YOU SAY 
 
 

 We can learn a lot about 
ourselves through honest 
self-evaluation of our 
strengths and areas that we 
need to improve. I would like 
you to complete the top 
section of the “4-H Project 
Review” sheet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WHAT YOU DO 
 
 
 Distribute 4-H Project 

Review sheet 
 
 Collect the member’s 

sheets. Give the sheets 
to their project leaders, 
head leader, another    
4-H member, project 
reviewer or yourself to 
complete the “Another 
Point of View” section. 

 

OR 
 

 In consultation with your 
Manitoba Agriculture & 
Food staff, you may 
consider adopting this 
system for your 
achievement evaluation 
and have the ‘judges’ 
become project 
reviewers.                 
(The Southwest Region has 
adopted this system and 
details may be obtained by 
contacting a Southwest 
Region Home Economist or 
4-H & Youth Specialist.) 

 

 

WHAT PARTICIPANTS 
DO 

 
 Independently 

complete the top half 
of the sheet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



____________________________________________ 
Adapted from Manitoba 4-H Council's "The Quality Equation - Quality People”  
Binder, available in all Manitoba Agriculture & Food Offices 
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                4-H PROJECT REVIEW 

 

4-H Member: 
4-H Project: 
4-H Year: 

MEMBER’S POINT OF VIEW 
 
1. The most successful part of my project was . . . 
 
 
 
2. One skill that I learned from my project was . . .  
 
 
 
3. One area that I would improve upon or do differently (if I had the chance to redo my 

project) would be . . . 
 
 
 

4. The most difficult part of my project was . . . 
 

 
Signature           

ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW 
 
1.  I am most impressed by . . . 
 
 
 
2.  In reviewing your project, I believe that you have learned . . .  
 
 
 
3. One suggestion for improvement that I have is . . . 
 
 
 
4. I congratulate you on achieving the following goals . . . 
 

Signature           

     4-H Project Completion     4-H Project is incomplete 



 
 

 

Target:  New Club Officers 
 
Objective: To formally recognize and install the new 4-H Club Officers.   
 
Flex Your 4-H: The majority of 4-H clubs elect their new executive in the fall at the start of 
each club year.  Why not elect your new executive at the end of the year, and include this 
ceremony as part of your club’s Achievement program.     
 
Procedure: A designated leader reads the following, and calls up the new executive at the 
appropriate times.   A special token related to the position could be given to each club officer. 
 
Many figures of speech are often heard in our daily conversations that centre around our hands:  
 When we are extremely busy "our hands are full."  
 If a situation is impossible, we say it is "out of our hands" or that "our hands are tied."  
 "On the other hand" refers to the opposite point of view  
 
Our hands reveal many things about us. They often express our moods, and indicate whether our 
nerves are shaky or steady.  Hands are used, as a means of communication.  With our hands we ask, 
we grant permission, we silence and dismiss, we threaten, we greet, we bid goodbye, we pledge, and 
we promise. With our hands we express grief, joy and love.  
 
The _________ (name) 4-H Club will change hands today. For the past year the club has been in 
good hands. And so to the retiring officers, we pay tribute as they relinquish their duties and 
responsibilities. Let's give them a big hand!  
 
Today we welcome the newly elected club officers who have been chosen to represent our club for 
the coming year. This is an honour and a big responsibility.  Good club officers are honest, sincere 
and dependable. They let the members of the club help make decisions, and get things done right 
and on time. They are proud of their jobs and always do their best. It is your duty to conduct 
yourself so you will serve as an example for other members in your club.  
 
If you are willing to accept these responsibilities, the confidence and trust given to you by your 
fellow club members, please come forward as your name is called and be initiated into your office.  
 
Recreation  
_______________(name), please come forward. You have the responsibility to plan games and 
other recreation for the club. Your activities should be varied and your games simple and easy, with 
a chance for everyone to get involved.  Be a good "hand" as you lead your club in recreation.  
 
If you accept the responsibility of this office, extend your "hands" and state, "I pledge my hands 
in service for the _____________(name) 4-H Club." 
 
 

News Reporter  
______________(name),  please come forward. It is your job to inform others about the 
activities of your club. You can do much to increase interest in 4-H by writing articles about club 
meetings and special events. Keep a scrapbook of all news items and make this year's events a part 
of the club history.  Let wisdom and knowledge guide your "hands" as you report the activities of 
your 4-H Club.  
 

CHANGING HANDS 



__________________________ 
Adapted from University of Illinois Extension 

 “4-H Ceremonies – Hands Theme” 
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If you accept the responsibility of this office, extend your "hands" and state "I pledge my hands in 
service of the ___________________(name) 4-H Club." 
 
 
Secretary  
_______________(name), please come forward. You are responsible for keeping accurate minutes 
of all meetings, and be prepared to read these minutes at the next meeting. Calling roll, keep 
attendance and handling all club correspondence is also part of your duty. May your "hands" be full 
as you keep accurate records of your 4-H club. 
 
If you accept the responsibility of this office, extend your "hands" and state, "I pledge my hands 
in service of the _________________(name) 4-H Club." 
 
 
Treasurer  
________________(name), please come forward. You are responsible for all club money. You must 
keep an accurate record of all money received and its source, all money paid and to whom and for 
what. Paying bills only when approved by the club and giving a treasurer's report at each club 
meeting are part of your important responsibilities. You should be efficient and resourceful so that 
all club financial matters will be "in hand." 
 
If you accept the responsibility of this office, extend your "hands" and state, "I pledge my hands 
in service of the ____________(name) 4-H Club." 
 
 
Vice President  
________________(name), please come forward. Your duty is to provide guidance and counsel to 
all committees as they make plans and decisions. You will work closely with the president, leaders 
and other officers in planning all club activities. Remember, you must preside at meetings in the 
absence of the president. You are the right "hand" of the president.  
 
If you accept the responsibility of this office, extend you "hands" and state, "I pledge my hands in 
service of the _______________(name) 4-H Club."  
 
 
President  
_________________(name), please come forward.  It is your duty to call the meeting to order, 
preside and direct the business meeting. Encourage all members to take an active part, work closely 
with your club leaders and represent the entire club. The enthusiasm and effectiveness of this 4-H 
Club will depend largely on how well you conduct your responsibility. In your "hands" your club has 
placed authority. May your "hands" be busy and unselfish.  
 
If you accept the responsibility of this office, extend your "hands" and state, "I pledge my hands 
in service of the _____________(name) 4-H Club." 
 
4-H Club Officers, you will need to think clearly, so you will know what is best for your club. You 
must plan wisely, so your club will continue to grow. Congratulations and may your "hands lead 
others into brighter paths of membership. Many "hands" working together will assure a successful 
4-H Club.  



 

 



 

FUN-PUN GIFT IDEAS  
 

 
Target:  4-H Volunteers 
 
Objective: To provide a small fun token of appreciation to 4-H volunteers for their continued 
dedication to your 4-H club. 
 
Supplies Needed: Package to hold items (ziplock bag, fabric bag, small paper box…), card or 
piece of paper with corresponding “Fun-Pun” gifts listed on it - or - small slip of paper listing 
the single “Fun-Pun” gift to attach to the item, corresponding “Fun-Pun” gifts. 
 
Procedure: Call volunteers forward and give them an appropriate item from the list or make a 
small package with a few of the items in it. 
 

We make a living by what we get; we make a life by what we give. 
 

          Winston Churchill 
 

 
4-H VOLUNTEER CARING PACKAGE  

 Brightly Coloured Ribbon – The brightly coloured ribbon that ties this bag together 
represents the enthusiasm that 4-H volunteers bring to the 4-H Program. 

 Paperclip  - A paperclip has many uses, just like volunteers have many different talents 
to offer.  4-H volunteers also help hold the 4-H Program together and provide guidance 
to youth. 

 Sandpaper – Just as sandpaper comes in different weights for different surfaces, the 
4-H’ers volunteers work with also come in different types, and each may take different 
amounts of “sanding and refining”. 

 Rubber Band – The rubber band represents the flexibility that all volunteers need to 
have.  4-H volunteers also stretch their own abilities as they explore new opportunities 
for growth through their volunteer experiences. 

 Heart Candy – 4-H volunteers have a heart that reaches out to youth and a willingness 
to give more than they ever receive. 

 Money – 4-H volunteers make a huge contribution to the 4-H Program through their 
donation of time.   

 Lifesavers – Just like lifesavers, 4-H volunteers are unique, with their own set of 
talents and skills.  Each of them bringing a special contribution to the 4-H Program. 

 Smiley Sticker – The smiley sticker symbolizes how 4-H volunteers show 4-H members 
that they care.  It only takes a minute just to S.M.I.L.E! 

 Mint – 4-H volunteers are worth a mint.  Each is very special and makes a real 
difference to the life of 4-H members. 
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4-H THANK-YOU PACKAGE  

 Box of Raisins – Thanks for raisin’ the 4-H Program to a new level through your   
  dedication and determination. 

 Warm Fuzzy – Thanks for caring and giving more than you ever receive. 

 Cupcake – Thanks, you take the cake as an outstanding volunteer. 

 Paper Clip – Thanks for holding the 4-H Program together. 

 Lifesavers – Thanks, you’re like a lifeline, there when we need you the most. 

 Battery – Thanks for energizing our organization.  4-H volunteers just keep going…and  
 going…and going! 

 Rubber Band – Thanks for stretching your limits, your patience, your flexibility and  
  your endurance. 

 Tootsie Roll – Thanks for keeping us on a roll. 

 Mirror – Thanks for helping us reflect on our goals and accomplishments. 

 Can of Pop  - Thanks for your bubbly and effervescent personality and enthusiasm. 

 Band Aid – Thanks, for providing a safe and supportive environment. 

 Crispy Crunch - Thanks for helping us through the crunch. 

 Ruler – Thanks, you measure up as a fantastic volunteer. 

 Heart – Thanks for your ability to reach out and touch other people with your warmth  
  and caring. 

 Lollipop – Thanks for all of your help in lickin’ our challenges. 

 Post-It Notes – Thanks for sticking with us and making such a difference in the lives of  
  4-H members. 

 Mars – Thanks, you’re out of this world! 

 Balloon – Thanks for you flexibility and adaptability. 

 Matches – Thanks, no one matches your volunteer contributions! 

 Stick of Gum – Thanks for stickin’ with us! 

 Lightbulb – Thanks, you’re full of bright ideas!  

 M & M’s – Thanks for making a Marvellous & Moving difference to the 4-H Program! 

 Candle – Thanks, no one can hold a candle to you! 

 Star – Thanks, you’re a star because of the time, effort and enthusiasm you give to the  
 4-H Program! 
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Target:  All 4-H’ers 
 
Objective: To demonstrate how 4-H clubs follow the 4-H Pledge throughout the year. 
 
Supplies Needed: Something for each participant to take home (package of seeds, terracotta 
flowerpot, small bedding plant…) to remind them of how they have been “Growing with the 4-H 
Pledge”.  A pot, soil, plant and watering can for the  demonstration. 
 
Procedure: Following each speaker have a member take out a flower pot (speaker one), fill it with 
soil (speaker two), plant a seed or small bedding plant (speaker three) and water it (speaker four). 
Following speaker five, hand out the “Growing with the 4-H Pledge” item to each participant. 
 
We often recite the 4-H Pledge at different 4-H events, but do we really do everything  
we say in the pledge?  Let’s take a look at how our club has been following the 4-H Pledge 
through the activities we have done over the past year. 
 
Speaker One: We have pledged our head to clearer thinking.  The head governs our lives.  It 
 represents knowledge and wisdom.  Knowledge is learning facts, but wisdom is 
 knowing how to use those facts.  Throughout the past 4-H year we have all 
 learned many new things in our club.  
 (Have members list examples of what they have learned this year.)  
 
Speaker Two: We have pledged our heart to greater loyalty. We have all had the 
 opportunity to make new friends throughout our involvement in the 4-H Program. 
 (Have members list examples of the way clubs members have met new people 
 this year.) 
 
Speaker Three: We have pledged our hands to larger service.  We use our hands to do our 
 projects, activities and community service.  Hands can do nothing for 
 themselves – they are merely the tools for a clear mind and a caring heart.   
 (Have members list examples of how your club has helped others in need and 
 how your members have shared their talents with the community.) 
 
Speaker Four: We have pledged our health to better living for our club, our community and 
 our country. 
 (Have members list examples of how your club has helped make a difference  
 to your community.) 
 
Speaker Five: It is good luck to find a four leaf clover, but it is far better luck to live out each 
 of the four “H’s” on the 4-H Clover.  It is by living out the message in the 4-H 
 Pledge that we become kind and caring individuals. To help you remember that you 
 are always growing in 4-H through the things that we pledge, each of you will  
 receive a ____________________ to take home with you.   
  Plant this and remember that you are GROWING WITH 4-H! 
 

 Let’s stand and recite the 4-H Pledge. 
 

GROWING WITH THE 4-H PLEDGE 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 
         
 
 
 
 

 
 

WHAT A WONDERFUL GARDEN… 
 

Plant three rows of peas: 
 Peace of mind 
 Peace of heart 
 Peace of soul 
 
Plant four rows of squash: 
 Squash gossip 
 Squash indifference 
 Squash grumbling 
 Squash selfishness 
 
Plant four rows of lettuce: 
 Lettuce be faithful 
 Lettuce be kind 
 Lettuce be happy 
 Lettuce really love one another 
 
No garden should be without turnips: 
 Turnip for service when needed 
 Turnip to help one another 
 Turnip the music and dance 
 
To conclude your garden you must have thyme: 
 Thyme for fun 
 Thyme for rest 
 Thyme for yourself 
 
Water freely with patience and cultivate with love. 
There is much fruit in your garden, because you reap what you sow. 
 
Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no 
path and leave a trail. 
 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 
 

It is amazing to watch the transformation of a garden into a 
bountiful display of colours, textures and aromas. Hours are often 
spent weeding and watering in anticipation.  Just like a garden,   
4-H'ers require attention, love and kindness in order to blossom to 
their full potential. 



 

4-H MEMBERS MAKE AN IMPACT  
 

 
 
1. If you have learned a new skill or discovered a new talent, draw a body in the box - for you 

have begun to build a very basic part of yourself. 
 
2. If you have taken on a new challenge, put arms on your body – for you have helped to find 

your place to reach out and embrace the world. 
 
3. If you and your project group pursued a specific goal with a purpose, put a head on your 

shoulders – for you have given yourself a key to unlock information. 
 
4. If you shared a laugh or a funny story with someone, put a hat on your head – for you have 

shared something that adds colour to their life and yours, and nurtures the seeds of a 
sense of humour. 

 
5. If you have learned something new about different issues, values or perspectives, put legs 

on your body – for you have begun to walk out into the world. 
 
6. If you have enjoyed a mix of fun, learning and meeting new people, put clothes on yourself – 

for you have added new dimensions to your life. 
 
7. If you have shared a "moment" with someone else, put a sun in the sky – for you have 

brought beauty and colour to their life and yours. 
 
 

 
Your 4-H Club has had an IMPACT on you, and you have had an IMPACT on your 4-H Club! 
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4-H VOLUNTEERS MAKE AN IMPACT  
 

 
 
1. If you have shared your skills and talents with a 4-H member, draw a body in the box - for 

you have begun to build a very basic part of a 4-H member. 
 
2. If you have encouraged your 4-H members to take on new challenges, put arms on your 

body – for you have helped them to find their place to reach out and embrace the world. 
 
3. If you and your project group pursued a specific goal with a purpose, put a head on your 

shoulders – for you have given 4-H members a key to unlock information. 
 
4. If you shared a laugh or a funny story your 4-H members, put a hat on your head – for you 

have given something extra that adds colour to their life and yours, and nurtures the seeds 
of a sense of humour. 

 
5. If you have taught your 4-H’ers something new about different issues, values or 

perspectives, put legs on your body – for you have encouraged them to begin to walk out 
into the world. 

 
6. If you have included a mixture of fun and learning in your project meeting, put clothes on 

your body – for you have added a new dimension to your 4-H’ers lives. 
 
7. If you have shared a "moment" with one of your 4-H members, put a sun in the sky – for 

you have brought beauty and colour to their life and yours. 
 
 

 
4-H Members have had an IMPACT on you, and you have had an IMPACT on 4-H Members! 
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Time: 5-10 minutes (done in advance of 
 achievement), extra time for completion 
 of items, if necessary. 
 

Audience:  Junior and Senior Members 
 

 
Objective: To learn the importance of 
 completing a task and not leaving it 
 to the last minute. 
 

Supplies Needed: The Finishing Touch Test    
 (1 per member), pencils, 4-H 
 Project manual, achievement items 
 

 

WHAT YOU SAY 
 
 
 Sometimes when we have a 

task to complete, we leave 
it to the last minute and 
then scramble to get it 
done in time. 

 
 Has anyone here ever left 

something to the last 
minute? Put off studying 
for a test until the night 
before, or waited to put 
the finishing touches on 
your sewing project, or 
perhaps thought at the 
last minute that your calf 
needs a bigger halter for 
the show tomorrow? 

 
 Sometimes you can get 

away with leaving things 
until the last minute, but 
most often the result is a 
rushed job that you and 
maybe the judge, your 
leader or parents are not 
satisfied with. 

 
 We are going to run each 

of your achievement items 
through "The Finishing 
Touch Test" to see if they 
require any more work 
before the “last minute”. 

 
 

 

 

WHAT YOU DO 
 
 
 Using the project completion 

guide, and the Finishing 
Touch Test, determine if 
members are ready for 
achievement.  If they are 
not…get them to complete 
the necessary work to be 
ready for the big day. 

 
 Discuss with members the 

importance of completing a 
task and the pride they will 
have when they know they 
have done a good job and 
have made the extra effort 
to make a quality project. 

 

WHAT PARTICIPANTS 
DO 

 
 Assess their 4-H project 

items with the Finishing 
Touch Test to ensure 
that it is ready for 
achievement. 

 
 Ensure that if they 

answer No to any of the 
questions, they do the 
necessary work to make 
sure their answer is a 
yes. Any items that are 
not complete are to be 
completed. 

THE FINISHING TOUCH TEST 



____________________________________________ 
Adapted from Manitoba 4-H Council's "The Quality Equation - Quality People"  
Binder, available in all Manitoba Agriculture & Food Offices 
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THE FINISHING TOUCH TEST 
 
 

Run through “The Finishing Touch Test” and fill in the questions below to ensure your 4-H Project 
is ready for achievement.  Be sure to consider all of your items as well as your display. 
 
 
1. Is your item ready to use?        Yes       No 

    
e.g. If you have made a gun cabinet – is the lock installed? 
      If you sewed a skirt – is the button sewn on the waistband? 
      If you are putting together a display for Looking Good Feeling Great – Is it ready for 

achievement? 
      If you are showing your heifer at achievement – have you been practicing, is your animal 

use to noise? 
 
2. Is your item finished with quality in mind?     Yes       No 
 

e.g.  If you have made a Christmas wreath in crafts – are there any glue gun “strings” hanging? 
       If you sewed an item – are the seams loose with threads hanging? 

  Would you spend your money on it, if you saw the item/service for sale? 
 
3. Are all the exercises completed in your project manual?    Yes       No 
 
4. Review the project completions guidelines, have you met all of them?  Yes       No 
 
5. If you were going to give yourself a mark for your work during the year what would it be? 
 

 Excellent (I am a hard worker and do more than expected, I plan ahead, my work is quality) 
 Pretty Darn Good (I work hard and complete what is necessary; my work is quality)  
 O.K. (My stuff is O.K. but I know I could do better if I would only make more of an effort) 
 It Will Do (I am really not happy with what I’ve done, I’m not sure I want to do this again) 

 
6. If there was any thing that you would change with regards to your project work, what 

would it be and why? 
 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Do you feel it is important to complete a task and have pride in a job well done? 
 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 
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PIZZA TIME 
 

The preparation time for this recipe is approximately 45-50 minutes; which includes discussion 
time while the dough rises (10-15 min.), and the baking time (20-min.).  Allow extra time for clean 
up. 
 
 

WHAT YOU NEED 
 
Crust:       Equipment & Supplies: 
-2 cups all-purpose flour   -Straight-edged table knife 
-½ tsp. salt     -Mixing bowl 
-2 tsp. sugar     -Measuring spoons 
-1 envelope quick-rising yeast   -Rubber spatula or mixing spoon 
- cup hot water    -Measuring cups (dry) 
-Vegetable oil     -Measuring cups (liquid) 
      -Bread board 
Topping:     -Rolling pin 
-¾ cup spaghetti sauce    -Large bowl and clean dishtowel 
-¼ tsp. basil      for raising the dough 
-¼ tsp. garlic powder    -Large baking sheet or pizza pans 
-¼ tsp. oregano    -Oven 
-1 ½ cup shredded mozzarella   -Napkins 
-your favorite toppings, e.g.   -Knife or pizza cutter 
 pineapple, mushrooms, ham,   -Dishwashing liquid or dishwasher 
 pepperoni, etc.     -Plates 
      -Potholder 



Activity 1 Handout     

WHAT YOU DO 
 

1. Preheat oven to 400ºF. 
2. Measure 1-cup flour accurately, by overfilling the measuring cup, then leveling the excess 

flour with the table knife.  Put flour into mixing bowl. 
3. Measure ½ tsp. salt and put it into the mixing bowl. 
4. Measure 2 tsp. sugar and put it into the bowl. 
5. Pour 1 envelope of quick rising yeast into the mixing bowl. 
6. Mix the dry ingredients with a large spoon or spatula. 
7. Add 2/3 cup hot water and stir together. 
8. Sprinkle 1-cup flour on breadboard.  Turn dough onto the floured breadboard. 
9. Knead the flour on the board into the dough by pulling the mixture up with your fingers, and 

pushing it down with the heel of your hands.  Turn the dough around on the board ¼ turn.  
Continue pulling up and pushing down and turning until the dough is smooth and elastic.  This 
will take about five minutes, so give each of your work group a chance to knead the dough 
several times. 

10. Lightly coat the large bowl with oil. 
11. When the dough is smooth, elastic, and doesn't stick to the dough board, put the ball of 

dough into the lightly oiled bowl.  Cover with towel. 
12. After the dough has doubled in size punch a hole in the center of the dough by punching 

your fist into it. 
13. Clean the breadboard.  Flour it lightly. 
14. Oil the baking sheet. 
15. Put the dough on the breadboard.  Use a rolling pin to roll out the dough into a 12-inch 

circle.  This is easier if you roll outward from the center of the circle toward the back, 
then side, then front, then other side.  Put dough onto baking sheet.  Clean the breadboard. 

16. Use a spoon or pastry brush to lightly smear oil on top of the dough. 
17. Spread 3/4 cup spaghetti sauce on the top of the dough. 
18. Sprinkle ¼ tsp. basil on top of the sauce. 
19. Sprinkle ¼ tsp. garlic powder on top of the sauce. 
20. Sprinkle ¼ tsp. oregano on top of the sauce. 
21. Top pizza with any special toppings you have available (pepperoni, ham, bacon, pineapple). 
22. Sprinkle 1 ½ cups shredded mozzarella cheese on top of the sauce. 
23. Put pizza in preheated oven and bake until the crust turns golden brown.  This will take 

approximately 20 minutes.  Use potholders to take the pans out. 
24. Slice the pizza so there will be two slices for each member of your group. 
25. Wash and dry the mixing bowl or put it in the dishwasher. 
26. Wash and dry the measuring cups and spoons, or put them in the dishwasher. 
27. Wash the oiled bowl.  Dry it. 
28. Clean your work area. 
29. Put supplies in the appropriate box or cabinet. 
30. Put equipment in the appropriate box or cabinet. 
31. Clean up the plates. 
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Title: Pizza Fun 

Time: 2 hours (while dough is rising there is 
time for a short meeting or book work) 
 
Audience: Up to 31 members (Consider 
kitchen needs when determining group size.) 
 

Objective: To have youth assume responsibilities of pizza 
making, and discuss accountability, and self-restraint. 
 
Supplies Needed: For every five participants, provide 
ingredients and utensils for the recipe you select - or have 
youth "responsible" for bringing the items needed.  (Consider 
kitchen needs when determining group size.)  Have a sheet of 
instructions for each group.  Have the numbers 1 - 31 on slips of 
paper for each group.  Kitchen facilities. 

What you say 
 Responsibility is doing our part, doing what's 

right, controlling our thoughts and actions, and 
doing our best. 
 

 Today we'll each practice responsibility and 
enjoy the rewards of doing our part, following 
instructions accurately, using self-control, and 
doing our best.  We're going to make pizzas.  
Wash your hands, then get into your work 
groups. 
 

 Since responsibility is doing your part, you will 
each have several important parts to play.  Each 
of you will draw or select an equal number of 
slips of paper from the bowl.  Each slip of paper 
has a number on it that corresponds to one of 
the tasks on your instruction sheet.  Those are 
the jobs you will do to prepare the pizza.  The 
person who draws #1 will be the work group 
leader.  The leader will help coordinate your 
efforts. 
 

 Let's see how well we carried out our 
responsibilities. 

 
 Pizza-Eating Discussion:  What did your work 

group members do that showed accountability?  
Accountability is a sense of duty, accepting 
responsibility for actions and decisions.  How 
does this activity relate to responsibility?  What 
are the advantages of making homemade pizzas?  
Did you see anyone use self-control or 
restraint?  How did you do your best?  How did 
your group show perseverance and commitment?  
What good work habits did you see or use?  How 
did you improve your skills? 

 

What you do 
 Arrange a work area for 

each group. 
 
 
 
 Count off work groups. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Distribute instructions for 

making pizzas. 
 
 Help groups get organized.  

Put supplies in a central 
location or have separate 
supplies for each group. 

 
 
 

What participants do 
 
 
 
 
 
 Wash hands and go 

to assigned areas.   
 
 
 
 
 Review instructions. 

Select assignment 
numbers from the 
bowl and begin work 
in the correct order 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Respond to questions. 

Participate in the 
discussion. 
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PIZZA TIME 
 

The preparation time for this recipe is approximately 45-50 minutes; which includes discussion time while the 
dough rises (10-15 min.), and the baking time (20-min.).  Allow extra time for clean up. 
   
WHAT YOU NEED 
Crust:     Topping:    
-2 cups all-purpose flour  -¾ cup spaghetti sauce   
-½ tsp. salt    -¼ tsp. basil    
-2 tsp. sugar    -¼ tsp. garlic powder   
-1 envelope quick-rising yeast  -¼ tsp. oregano  
- cup hot water   -1 ½ cup shredded mozzarella  
-Vegetable oil    -your favorite toppings, e.g. pineapple, mushrooms, ham, pepperoni, etc 
 
Equipment & Supplies:   
-Straight-edged table knife -Large bowl and clean dishtowel for raising the dough -Mixing bowl  
-Large baking sheet or pizza pans -Measuring spoons -Oven  -Rubber spatula or mixing spoon 
-Napkins and plates -Measuring cups (dry and liquid)  -Knife or pizza cutter -Bread board  
-Dishwashing liquid or dishwasher -Rolling pin -Potholder 
 
WHAT YOU DO 
 

1. Preheat oven to 400ºF. 
2. Measure 1-cup flour accurately, by overfilling the 

measuring cup, then leveling the excess flour 
with the table knife.  Put flour into mixing 
bowl. 

3. Measure ½ tsp. salt and put it into the mixing 
bowl. 

4. Measure 2 tsp. sugar and put it into the bowl. 
5. Pour 1 envelope of quick rising yeast into the 

mixing bowl. 
6. Mix the dry ingredients with a large spoon or 

spatula. 
7. Add 2/3 cup hot water and stir together. 
8. Sprinkle 1-cup flour on breadboard.  Turn dough 

onto the floured breadboard. 
9. Knead the flour on the board into the dough by 

pulling the mixture up with your fingers, and 
pushing it down with the heel of your hands.  
Turn the dough around on the board ¼ turn.  
Continue pulling up and pushing down and 
turning until the dough is smooth and elastic.  
This will take about five minutes, so give each 
of your work group a chance to knead the 
dough several times. 

10. Lightly coat the large bowl with oil. 
11. When the dough is smooth, elastic, and doesn't 

stick to the dough board, put the ball of dough 
into the lightly oiled bowl.  Cover with towel. 

12. After the dough has doubled in size punch a hole 
in the center of the dough by punching your 
fist into it. 

 
 

13. Clean the breadboard.  Flour it lightly. 
14. Oil the baking sheet. 
15. Put the dough on the breadboard.  Use a rolling 

pin to roll out the dough into a 12-inch circle.  
This is easier if you roll outward from the 
center of the circle toward the back, then 
side, then front, then other side.  Put dough 
onto baking sheet.  Clean the breadboard. 

16. Use a spoon or pastry brush to lightly smear oil 
on top of the dough. 

17. Spread 3/4 cup spaghetti sauce on the top of 
the dough. 

18. Sprinkle ¼ tsp. basil on top of the sauce. 
19. Sprinkle ¼ tsp. garlic powder on top of the sauce. 
20. Sprinkle ¼ tsp. oregano on top of the sauce. 
21. Top pizza with any special toppings you have 

available (pepperoni, ham, bacon, pineapple). 
22. Sprinkle 1 ½ cups shredded mozzarella cheese 

on top of the sauce. 
23. Put pizza in preheated oven and bake until the 

crust turns golden brown.  This will take 
approximately 20 minutes.  Use potholders to 
take the pans out. 

24. Slice the pizza so there will be two slices for 
each member of your group. 

25. Wash and dry the mixing bowl, measuring cups 
and spoons, oiled bowl, or put them in the 
dishwasher. 

26. Clean your work area. 
27. Put supplies and equipment in the appropriate 

box or cabinet. 
28. Clean up the plate
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Pizza Pizzazz 
 
And you gotta have 
 Cheese 
 
Milk is used to make the cheese 
Plenty on the pizza is sure to please 
Our pizza is now ready to bake 
Thank Manitoba farmers for all they make! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manitoba has about 50,000 dairy cows. More than 25 different varieties of cheese are 
made from their milk. 
 
These 50,000 cows produce enough milk every year to fill the largest Pan Am pool 72 
times!!! 
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Milk Products 
Servings per day 

Children 4 - 9 years: 2 - 3 
Youth 10 - 15 years: 3 - 4 
Adults: 2 - 4

Besides pizza 
name three foods 
containing 
cheese: 



Connect the dots 
 
Connect the dots to find out which animal gives you milk to make cheese for your pizza. 
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Pizza Pizzazz 
 
Garden goodies 
 Top it off 
 
 
 
Home-grown tomatoes 
Go in the sauce 
The next step after the pizza toss 
Add color and flavour in vegetables galore 
With Manitoba goodness, who needs more? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In 2000, Manitoba farmers grew more than 110 different types of vegetables worth over 
$145 million. 
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Vegetables and Fruit 
5 - 10 servings per day 

What are your 
favorite vegetables? 
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Pizza Pizzazz 
 

Meat matters 
 Your Choice 
 
 
Meat toppings add extra spice 
To make our pizzas oh so nice 
Pepperoni, sausage, ham and bacon 
Made in Manitoba? You're not mistaken! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manitoba meat processors annually produce over $1500 million of meat and meat 
products including garlic sausage, bacon, pepperoni and ham. 
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Meat and Alternatives 
2 - 3 Servings per day 

What are your favorite 
toppings: 



What's the difference? 
Can you find six things that are different? 
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Pizza Pizzazz 
 
Manitoba Wheat  

Makes Pizza Treats 
 

 
Pizza crust, 
Pizza crust 
So full of charm 
To think you started out 
On a Manitoba farm 
 
Plenty of wheat 
Was grown to make 
The flour we need for 
Our pizza bake. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Did you know more than 4 million tonnes of wheat is grown in Manitoba every year? 
That's enough to fill 400,000 semi-truck trailers! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
When lined bumper to bumper, these 400,000 trucks would reach from Winnipeg to 
Toronto and back. 

 
 
Grain Products 
5 - 12 servings per day 

Can you name three 
other foods made from 
Manitoba Wheat? 
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  FARMER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MILLER 

 
 
 
 
VEGETABLE GROWER 

 
 

 
 
 
MILK INSPECTOR 
 
 
 

 
 

CHEESE MAKER 
 

 
 
 

 
BUTCHER 
 
 
 
 
 

    CHEF 
 
 
 
 
 
DELIVERY PERSON 

Match the people who make your pizza with their description. 

- I have salami, pepperoni, ham, and 
bacon in my store for the pizza you 
are making. 

- Once the milk is on the truck and 
driven away from the farm, I make 
sure it is safe and will do you no 
harm.

- If you order your pizza and wait a 
few minutes I will bring it as fast as I 
can within the speed limits. 

- Hi! I'm the person who grows the 
wheat which makes the crust for 
your pizza treat. 

- I work long days and sometimes 
into the night to make sure your 
mozzarella cheese is just right. 

- I take wheat kernels which is a 
must and grind it into the flour for the 
crust. 

- Tomatoes, onions, peppers, 
mushrooms and more, I make sure 
that all of these get to the store. 

- I take all the ingredients and put it 
together to make you the best 
tasting pizza ever. 
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1 In 9 Jobs Is Dependant On Agriculture 
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Match the grain to the product 
 

Food Product        Non-Food 
Product 
 
Whole Wheat Bread Fire Works 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bran Flakes Sun tan lotion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Corn Syrup Sealant for roads 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cooking Oil Ethanol 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Red River Cereal Shampoo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cheerios Nail Polish 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Canola

Oats

Corn

Wheat

Flax

Barley
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Seed Identification 
 
Gather different types of seeds and place in jars. Have members identify each one.  
 

OR 
 
Match the grain to the product. Gather food or non-food products and grains and have 
members match the grain to the product. 
 
 
 
 
 

Flax

Sealant for Roads Newspaper Ink 

Patent Leather 

Fire Hose 
BMW door panels 

Paint 
Soap 

Paper 
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Example for Flax 



THE "EARTH AS AN APPLE" EXERCISE 
  
This is a powerful illustration of the value of our soil, and the people who work it, given the 
precious little amount of arable land on our earth. 
 
 You will need an apple and sharp knife. 
 
 Ask the members to imagine the whole earth as the apple and have them estimate, in 

percentages, how much of the earth's surface they think is used to produce all of our 
food.   Keep track of their estimates. 

 
 Cut the apple into quarters, and put aside three quarters representing the oceans and 

other bodies of water.   
 
 The remaining quarter represents the total LAND mass of the earth.  Cut this quarter 

into four; ask the members what they think these four pieces represent; 
  one-sixteenth of an apple represents the mountains,  
 the second sixteenth represents deserts,  
 the third represents tundra, ice caps and other non-arable portions of the earth's 

surface that is not under water.   
 the remaining one-sixteenth segment represents all the land suitable for growing 

crops. 
 
 Cut the remaining one-sixteenth of apple in two and set one of these aside.  Ask 

members what they think this one represents. 
 This is the land that could produce food, but is buried under cities, highways, and 

other structures that people have built. 
 
 This leaves us with a small slice representing barely one thirty-second of the earth 

which we use to produce all our food; but wait………   
 
 Carefully peel this slice.  This small, thin piece of apple peel, barely 

3% of the apple's surface, represents the topsoil on which we 
depend to produce our food.  The whole agricultural industry is 
dependent upon this amount of the earth's surface.  Soil is 
an important resource.  We must protect it. 

 
Because we all like to eat, we use food and the agricultural 
industry is what grows and produces the food for us.  
Therefore we are all involved in agriculture to some extent 
and it is good to know a bit about how our food comes to us. 
 
Discussion question - What can, or are, farmers doing to protect 
the soil so it will produce our food? 
Answers can include - shelterbelts, sowing down grass, careful 
use of chemicals, minimum tillage, etc.  

4-H Club Discovery Zone 2002 



 
 
 

Here is another idea to help your members practise their public speaking skills. 
 
Alphabet Drama 
 
This can be played seated in a circle or just use the seating arrangement that is 
used for your club meetings.  Members can be divided into smaller groups if you 
wish. 
 
You will need a supply of topics to be drawn out of a hat – use the ones from 
Gesture Guess earlier in this section of the Discovery Zone, try some of the one’s 
on the reverse or make up your own.  You will also require a second bag with all the 
letters of the alphabet on slips of paper. 
 
Draw a situation from the box/bag, and then a letter.  The first participant must 
give a line of dialogue about the situation, beginning with the letter selected.  The 
second player must continue with a line that begins with the next letter of the 
alphabet and so on in rotation trying to get as far down the alphabet as they can.  
Stop the group, if they pause for more than 30 seconds, trying to think up the next 
line.  Start the next person with a different situation and different letter. 
 
The dialogue should relate loosely to the situation, but don’t be too strict! 
 
Here’s an example – situation – Mountain Climbing, letter “C”: 
 
Can you see the top yet? 
Don’t think so! 
Easy does it, loose rock here. 
Fred, watch out. 
Good grief. 
Help. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A COMMUNICATION WARMUP 



 
 
 
 
Alphabetic Drama Situations: 
 
Mountain Climbing 
Downhill Skiing 
Training a calf to lead for a show 
Changing a flat tire in a snow or rain storm 
Getting ready for achievement day 
Fishing 
Making Christmas cookies 
Going to a hockey game 
Eating spaghetti at a restaurant 
Grooming a horse 
Pinning and cutting out a sewing project 
Putting up a fence 
Washing a vehicle 
Sorting laundry 
Building a campfire 
Putting up a tent 
Searching for information on the internet 
Holding a 4-H meeting 
 

A COMMUNICATION WARMUP 
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COMMUNICATION WARM-UPS 
 

Here are a couple of easy and fun activities to warm up your members to 
communicating, without them even realizing they are doing public speaking! 
 
HORSE FOR SALE 
 
Players sit or stand in a circle facing centre.  Two people are in the centre.  One is 
the "seller" and one is the "horse".  The "seller" takes the "horse" to a player in 
the circle and offers to sell the "horse".  The object is to make the "buyer" laugh 
while discussing the merits of the "horse for sale". 
 
The "seller" uses whatever sales talk he/she can think of, and the "horse" assists 
by appropriate actions and sounds.  If the "buyer" smiles or laughs, then the 
"buyer" becomes the "horse", the "horse" graduates to "seller" and the "seller" 
takes a place in the circle.  If the group is large, have two or more selling teams to 
keep interest and action going. 
 
KEEP TALKING 
 
Arrange group in a circle.  One member starts talking about a subject such as 
"cats".  For example: "Cats are soft and furry. Cats have four legs. Cats have green 
eyes."  Then the leader says "STOP" on a noun such as "eyes" and the next person 
begins talking about "eyes".  This game can have lots of laughs.  In earlier stages of 
confidence development, the group should sit to do this exercise, but stand as they 
gain confidence. 
 
FREE ASSOCIATION 
 
Form a circle.  Start with a word and the next person responds with the first word 
to come to mind.  Continue around the circle quickly and spontaneously.  Example:  
cat, fur, coat, winter, snow, ski, fracture, doctor, etc. 
 
SALESMEN 
 
Load a suitcase with various articles – a can of beans, a pipe, an old hat, piece of 
chalk, a pop bottle – as many odd articles as you can think of.  Each 4-H'er takes 
the suitcase, opens it up, pulls out one article and tries to sell it to the rest of the 
group or the person next to him. 
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GESTURE GUESS 
Designed to get members comfortable with using gestures 

and with communicating to a group. 
 
Cut apart the following ideas (and add your own!), place in an envelope, have members pick 
one and act it out while the other members try to guess the gesture! 
 

 
Putting on a pair of skis 

 

 
Describing a car accident 

 
 

Washing a newborn baby 
 

 
Building a book case 

 
Playing a game of tennis 

 

 
Painting a landscape 

 
Changing the oil in a car 

 

 
Watching a hockey game 

 
 

Putting on a sweater that is too tight 
 

 
Looking for a lost contact lens 

 
Learning to use a skate board 

 

 
Running a marathon 

 
Saddling a horse 

 

 
Showing a calf 

 
Walking a reluctant big dog 

 

 
Driving a snowmobile 

 
Preparing a hole for ice fishing 

 

 
Pealing an apple or potato 

 
Measuring a cup of milk 

 

 
Cooking pancakes 

 
Brushing your teeth 

 

 
Walking in deep snow 

 
Blowing up a balloon 

 

 
Threading a needle 

 Taken from: 4-H Speak Pack – a resource available to all 4-H clubs  through 4-H Publications 
 



 
 
 

Designed to help 4-H members: 
 
 Recognize that communication is a two way process, both sending and receiving 
 Listen to directions 
 Ask clarifying questions 
 
Giving clear and accurate directions is something we will all be called upon to do at some 
points in our 4-H, school or work lives. We may also receive directions which leave us 
somewhat confused. Communication is a two way street – the sender needs to give a clear 
message BUT the receiver must also be prepared to accept the message – be an active 
listener and be sure you are “tuned in “ to the sender. A lot of what we receive is 
“coloured” by what the receiver brings to the message.  
 
This activity will illustrate what happens when the two way process isn’t working – the 
communication is only going in one direction, and then what happens when the receiver is 
communicating with the sender as well.  
 
Each participant will require a pencil and a piece of paper. 
Divide the group into pairs. 
 
Give one of the drawings and directions to one person in each pair. Give the second set to 
the other person. 
 
1. Have the first person read the directions slowly to their partner. The partner is to 

draw what is described to them. When complete, compare the two drawings. Do they 
match? 

2. Now have the second partner read the directions and the first partner do the 
drawing. This time the drawer is allowed to ask questions to clarify what they are 
being told. Complete the drawing.  How does this drawing compare to the directions?  

 
Was it closer to the original?  Why do you think it turned out better or worse? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HOW COMMUNICATION WORKS 



 
Participants need a pencil and piece of paper.  The group leader should give the following 
instructions to the participants: 
1. Draw a stick figure of a man without arms. 
2. The man is now feeding the chickens.  Draw in the chicken feed as it sprinkles on the 

ground. 
3. Fence in the area around the man where the chickens are fed.  This is the farm. 
4. Draw two hills behind the farm. 
5. Fence in the two hills and the farm. 
6. Draw two flower beds on each side of the farm. 
If the participants are lucky and follow communications well, the picture they may end up 
with will look like the “doggie” beside.  Of course, it may not either! 
 
 
 
 
 
           
 
 
Part II 
 
Participants need a pencil and piece of paper.  The group leader should give the following 
instructions to the participants: 
1. Draw a stick figure of a man without arms. 
2. The man is now feeding the chickens.  Draw in the chicken feed as it sprinkles on the 

ground. 
3. Fence in the area around the man where the chickens are fed.  This is the farm. 
4. Draw two ponds on the farm. 
5. Draw a canoe in each pond. 
6. Draw two mountains behind the farm. 
7. Fence in the mountains and the farm. 
8. Draw two flower beds below the last fence you drew. 
9. Draw a windy dead-end lane to the right of the fence. 
If the participants are lucky and follow communications well, the picture they may end up 
which will look like the “cat” below.  Of course, it may not either! 
 

HOW COMMUNICATION WORKS 
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IMPROMPTU SPEECHES 
Impromptu speeches are a great way to get members up 

and speaking without a great deal of preparation. 
 
Below are a bunch of topics that could be used for younger members.  Ideas for 
more senior 4-H'ers are on the reverse.  You can either write them out on slips of 
paper for members to draw out of a hat, or just read out the topic as they go.   
 
You could include a few impromptus at every club meeting or use as a preparation 
for club communications. 
 
Variations (to make the activity more fun): 
 
 Have the topics inside blown-up balloons.  Have the members choose a balloon, 

then pop it to find their topic. 
 Pretend you (or another leader or senior member) are a radio interviewer.  Come 

with a tape recorder/microphone to pose the questions.  Playback is optional – 
the speaking experience is the key! 

 
Junior Topics (feel free to add lots of your own!) 
 
 My favorite 4-H project is __________ because . . . . . 

 My favorite 4-H activity is __________ because . . . . .  

 If I were elected president of my 4-H club, I would . . . . .  

 I would like you to join 4-H because . . . . .  

 As a 4-H member I have learned . . . . .  

 I joined 4-H because . . . . .  

 I enjoy being a 4-H member because . . . . .  

 How has 4-H helped you in school? 

 Tell about one way you have helped others through 4-H. 

 Describe the 4-H project you are currently taking. 

 What does it mean to you to be a winner? 

 Name an important person in your life and tell us why. 
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Possible Senior Topics (again, feel free to add) 
 
 I am a 4-H member because . . . . . 

 Leadership is a large part of 4-H.  I have learned about leadership by . . . . .  

 What does integrity mean to you? 

 I admire my 4-H leader because . . . . .  

 What must a person do to be a good leader? 

 To you, what does it mean to pledge your head to clearer thinking? 

 To you, what does it mean to pledge your heart to greater loyalty? 

 To you, what does it mean to pledge your hands to larger service? 

 To you what does it mean to pledge your health to better living? 

 We all have a responsibility to protect the environment.  What is your role? 

 A major problem facing teenagers is . . . . .  

 When I become an adult, I want to be a volunteer leader because . . . . . 

 What does it mean to be a winner? 

 What have your 4-H projects taught you? 

 How has 4-H affected your values? 

 I have helped new 4-H members by . . . . .  

 Because of 4-H, I have gained self-confidence in myself from the following 

experiences . . . . .  

 The most rewarding feeling I have gained from being in 4-H is . . . . .  

 How have your 4-H experiences helped you in school? 

 What does 4-H mean to you? 
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LET'S JUDGE! 
(Peer Speech Judging) 

 
Members can often learn as much from judging a speech as they can from doing one!   
 
One 4-H club has developed this scoresheet for members to judge speeches of fellow 
members.  Can be used for one or two speeches.  A great idea to try with your members, 
as it includes all the important components of public speaking. 
 
Scoresheet on reverse . . .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Credit:  Mary Ann Stevenson, 4-H Leader, Southwest Region 
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Scorecard for Judging Speeches - score from 1 (poor) up to 5 (very good) 
 

 Speech One Speech Two 
1. Personal Presentation 
(Dressed tidy, shirt tucked in, wearing shoes) 
 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

2. Addresses the chairperson, judges and audience 
properly 

(Did he/she mention each of the above near the beginning of 
his/her speech? 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

3. The speech's introduction, which is the first few lines 
(Did he/she have a catchy opening that made you want to 
listen? 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

4. The speech's title 
(Was the title interesting, fun, funny, or boring and dull?) 
 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

5. The body of the speech (middle and longest part) 
(Were the details of the speech in a good order?  Was the 
story clear to you? Did he/she use 3 or 4 examples or things 
that happened on this topic?) 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

6. The summary, or ending 
(Did the ending sum up the stories from the body of the 
speech?  Did the ending tie in with his/her opening lines?) 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

7. Voice 
(Loud enough? Not speaking too fast? Words pronounced 
clearly? Was there excitement, fear, sadness, etc. when 
appropriate in his/her voice?) 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

8. Body language 
(Did he/she walk up nicely, and stand still a moment before and 
after?  Did he/she rock or sway? 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

9. Notecards 
(Were his/her notes small and tidy, or big, rumpled and noisy 
to turn? Did he/she read the whole speech or just use the 
cards to help him/her?) 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

10. Language 
(Were her words descriptive or lively? Did he/she use any 
words too many times? Was the grammar correct? Did he/she 
use any rude words that might offend anyone?) 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

11. Topic 
(Was the topic interesting? Informative? Funny?) 
 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

Comments Speech One: 
 
 
Comments Speech Two: 
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SKETCH TALK 
 

Designed to help 4-H members: 
 
 Learn how to communicate accurately. 
 Become dependable and reliable in your observations. 
 
Has anyone ever given you mixed up instructions or directions?  Maybe it was someone 
trying to tell you how to get to their house?  You got the first part okay, but by the time 
they were done telling you, you were both lost! 
 
Giving clear, concise and careful instructions is something we have been or will be called 
upon to do.  It might be an occasion where you have to describe a highway accident to the 
police officer who is depending on you to tell him quickly and accurately.  Or perhaps it will 
happen when you have to give instructions to a friend on how to complete a 4-H project. 
 
When it does happen, will you be able to respond with clarity and clearness?  This activity 
will help you to develop your ability to communicate accurately and with the confidence 
that you can be relied upon to do a good job. 
 
You will need to pair up your club members and have a pencil and paper and copies of the 
instructor's card on the reverse for each pair. 
 
1. In your group, assign one person to be the instructor and one person to be the 

drawer.  Give this practice card to the instructor. 
 
2. Sit back to back.  Give the drawer a pencil and a piece of paper. 
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To the instructor: 
 
 Look at the drawing below.  Your task is to describe this drawing to the drawer without 

them seeing it.  (Note: Make up your own drawing if you wish). 
 
 You are to describe this drawing, using  words only.  No gestures. 
 
 As you describe the drawing, break it down into easy steps for the drawer to complete. 
 e.g.  1. In the middle of your paper, draw a 2-inch square. 

2. One half inch below the top like of the square you have just drawn, 
draw a straight line, going from the left edge of the square to the 
right edge of the square. 

3. Write a capital 'A' just above the line you have drawn, about ¼-inch 
high and in the middle. 

4. Etc. 

 
 Reverse roles:  Have the drawer become the instructor and visa versa.  The instructor 

can make up their own drawing and then describe it to the drawer.  
 
 How did you both do?  It can be hard to give accurate instructions.  But with practice 

you will get better! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Taken from 4-H Speak Pack – a resource available to all 4-H clubs through 4-H Publications 
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THE STORY GAME  
A great communication warm-up activity to try with your club! 

 
Cut apart the following questions and place them into an envelope.  Have a little toy, figure 
or stuffed toy to be the "Weird Guy", and you are ready to begin! 
 
Pass the envelope and "Weird Guy" around the room.  Each person must pull a paper out of 
the envelope and answer the question.  We have a story about the "Weird Guy".  Each 
person adds to the story as they answer their question.  The questions are to give 
members a starting point.  It may be a good idea to have an experienced member start off 
the game to get it going.  Have fun! 
 

 
What is my name? 

How did I get this name? 
 

 
What do I want for 

Christmas? 

 
What do I want to be when 

I grow up? 

 
How many brothers and 

sisters do I have? 
 

 
How old am I? 

 
What is my favorite color? 

 
What is my favorite food? 

 
 

 
Why don't I like the rain? 

 
What is my favorite book? 

 
Who is my favorite teacher?  

Why? 
 

 
Why don't I wear socks? 

 
Why don't I like spaghetti? 

 
Who is my best friend? 

 
 

 
What am I smiling about? 

 
Why don't I like to wear 

neckties? 

 
What did I eat for 

breakfast? 
 

 
How big are my feet? 

 
I got stuck in the mud. 

How did I get out? 

 
Where do I live? 

 

 
What is my favorite game to 

play? 
 

 
Who is my favorite TV star? 

 
What kind of musical 
instrument do I play? 

 

 
What is my cat's name?  
What color is my cat? 

 
If I could be a superstar, 

who would I be? 
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TONGUE TWIST 
 

Designed to help 4-H members: 
 Learn how to speak clearly and crisply. 
 Be understood by more people. 
 
Did you know that to speak clearly you need at least three things working for you?  These 
three things include the lips, the jaw and the tongue. 
 
 The lips act as gates, sending the sound out or sending the sound through the nasal 

passage. 
 
 The jaw acts like a hinge. 
 
 The tongue takes on all sorts of shapes to help you formulate the sounds you make.  

The tongue needs all the space it can get. 
 
When any one of these three items gets lazy or too tight, then your sound is affected.  
Sometimes a lazy tongue can make us sound as if we are mumbling.  Lazy lips can make 
sounds hard to distinguish.  A jaw that is too tight can restrict your sounds and make you 
appear snobbish. 
 
So, getting all three – the lips, the jaw and the tongue – working together is important.  
The following exercise will help you develop clarity and a clean crisp voice.  Nobody likes 
soggy chips.  Nobody likes a 'soggy' voice either! 
 
The activity: 
 
1. Read silently each of the ten sentences that follow. You'll notice each sentence 

'works' on either the lips, the jaw or the tongue. 
 
2. Read aloud to yourself or with a partner. 
 
3. You may want to tape yourself. 
 
4. Remember, it's not how fast you go, it's how clear you are. 
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Articulation Exercises 
 
1. She stood at the door of Burgess' Fish Sauce Ship, mimicking him. 
 
2. Does this shop stock short socks with spots? 
 
3. Theophilus Thistle, thistle sifter, sifted a sieve of unsifted thistles; what is the 

sieve of unsifted thistles Theophilus, the thistle sifter, sifted? 
 
4. I saw a yacht and a yawl over yonder yesterday. 
 
5. The guests drink toasts at the host's behest, 'til one insists that the host fast 

while he feasts and persists in his boasts. 
 
6. Six silky, slithering snakes slid along, simpering and slyly sneezing, slipping sleazily 

from side to side. 
 
7. Prize lizards sizzle in a drizzle, lazy lizards require a blizzard to sizzle. 
 
8. Machines murmured while Manning moaned, meaning nothing. 
 
9. The sixth sheik's sixth sheep is sick. 
 
10. Enthusiastic thousands thronged through the thoroughfare, thrusting themselves 

into the thick of the thirty-third subway. 
 
You may want to develop a few similar phrases if you have a lot of 8 or 9 year olds.  Some 
of these words are pretty big! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Taken from 4-H Speak Pack – a resource available to all 4-H clubs through 4-H Publications 
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WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF . . .  
This activity will develop spontaneity, creativity, and the ability to think on your feet! 

 
Instructions: 
 
1. You may want to divide participants into groups of 4 to 6 to encourage maximum 

involvement. 
 
2. Indicate that participants will be asked to think of possible consequences of 

certain unusual 'happenings'. 
 
3. Ask the question, "What would happen if . . . " 
 
4. To complete the question, here are some possible endings: 
 we had two eyes in the back of our head? 
 we could see at a distance of 100 kilometers? 
 we could look at a person and tell exactly what they were thinking? 
 we could predict sports scores? 
 we could lift 1000 kilograms? 
 we could hold our breath under water for 24 hours? 
 we had to raise our parents? 
 we . . .  
 
5. Each member of the group is asked to respond within a previously established time 

limit (e.g. one minute).  The same question goes to each member before they move 
onto another question. 

 
Tips: 
 
 Members may want to come up with their own unusual happenings. 
 
 What members respond with should make sense not in terms of it actually happening, 

but in terms of other members being able to follow the line of thought. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Taken from:  4-H Speak Pack – a resource available to all 4-H clubs through 4-H Publications 
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Communications – The Big Picture 
 
Time:    Minimal record keeping throughout the year 
Audience:    4-H members, leaders and parents 
Objective:   To emphasize communications as an important skill within the 4-H 

program while recognizing that public speaking is the number one fear 
of many adults 

Supplies needed:   chart, pen, rewards (optional) 
 
Background: 
Many clubs have policies that state “to achieve in our club the 4-H member must 
participate in 4-H communications.”  If your club does have this kind of rule, make sure 
that it is discussed annually and the club is in agreement with it.  Refer to the “Rules, 
Rules, Rules " handout in this section for tips on making and managing club rules.   
 
Each year the 4-H program loses members because they are frightened and/or unwilling to 
participate in the club communications competition.  This should not be ignored as a small 
matter as a number of studies list “fear of public speaking” within the top three fears 
that adults have – and we are working with young people. 
 
In the 4-H program, we can sometimes focus our attention solely on the formal 
communications competitions.  It is important to remember that there are many aspects to 
communications – public speaking, visual presentations, written, printed, artistic, 
interpersonal, etc. 
 
So what can a 4-H club do to encourage communication skill development without scaring 
members away?  Flex your 4-H! 
 
Note: This program can be used in clubs that do or do not have policies about 
communication participation.  It simply expands the definition of participation. 
   
1. As a club, list all the opportunities for communicating that there are in your club.  Try 

to stretch your clubs activities and include some you may not have done before.   Here 
are some possible examples: 
- answering roll call 
- thank yous – written or verbal 
- introductions 
- making event posters 
- writing news reports 
- project sharing (ie brief 2-3 sentence sharing about your project) 
- speech (non-competitive) 
- speech (competitive) 
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- visual presentation (non-competitive) 
- visual presentation (competitive) 
- poem (non-competitive) 
- leading the 4-H pledge (individual or as a group member) 
- chairperson of a committee 
- executive member of club 
- leading group in song (individual or as a group member) 
- making event programs 
- making a motion 
- M.C.ing a program 
- phoning committee member 
 
Try to think of as many ways to communicate as possible.  You may want to add 
additional items to the list as the year goes along. 

 
2. If your club has a communication rule, have members determine how many 

communication items you need to complete to meet the rule.  For example, you might 
assign clovers to each item.  Each member would need to earn 10 clovers at club 
business meetings to achieve.   
 
 
 
If your club does not have a communication rule, it can simply be noted when the 
members complete a communication item.  Members may want to develop a reward 
program which could be developed.  For example, if you received 20 or more clovers, 
you received a coupon good for a movie rental, drink and popcorn.  If you received 10 – 
20 clovers, you earn a coupon for a movie rental and drink and 1- 10 gets you a coupon 
for a drink and popcorn.  
 
You may choose to weight the items – competitive speech is worth 10 clovers and  
leading the 4-H pledge is worth 1 clover. 
 

3. Make a chart with all the items and all the members names on it.  Bring it to each club 
business meeting and event.  Have one person responsible for recording each time one 
of the communication items is accomplished by the member.  At the end of the 
meeting, review the accomplishments to encourage and celebrate the member’s 
participation.   Showcase the chart at Achievement day to show the community and the 
4-H families that your club does encourage communication skill development within the 
members. 
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I’m Bananas About Meetings 
 
Time:   30 mins 
Audience:   4-H members 
Objective:    To encourage and celebrate meeting attendance 
Supplies Needed:   Banana split supplies, dishes, spoons, roll call chart 
What you do: 
1. Gather together supplies for banana splits.  You will need at least as many banana split 

supplies as you had meetings during the 4-H year.  For example, if you had eight 
meetings during the year, you will need eight banana split items.  They might be: 1. ice 
cream, 2. bananas, 3. whipped cream, 4. butterscotch syrup, 5. chocolate syrup, 6. 
strawberries, 7. nuts (check for allergies first), 8. cherries,  and you might even want a 
couple extra like 9. pineapple and 10. Oreo cookie crumbs.  Be creative – kids love 
gooping toppings on ice cream. 

2. Explain to the members that you are going to celebrate their meeting attendance.  This 
is a neat activity for the last meeting of the year.  It is also ideal that you share the 
program with the members at the beginning of the year to use as an incentive for 
meeting attendance. 

3. Use the roll call records – calling forward the member from most meeting attendance 
to least to build their banana splits.  The member who has attended all meetings – gets 
to put on all (or 8 in this example) of the toppings they choose.  The member who has 
only attended one meeting only gets one choice – so at least that member still gets ice 
cream or a banana. 

 
Variations: 
 Build sundaes and take in any number of toppings.  Large disposable mugs 

work well for dishes. 
 Assign a meeting number to each topping.  If you attended meetings 1,3,4,5, and 7, you 

can put on those toppings.  Let the members know throughout the year what 
attendance at the next meeting will earn them.  Eg.  If you come to the next meeting, 
you will earn chocolate syrup on your banana split. 

 Do a similar program with other items – build your own subs or pizza if having a meal 
time event. 

 
Benefits: 
 It is FUN!!  Keep it light and humorous! 
 It is a tangible feel-good reward for members! 
 It reinforces the message that “you get out of something what you put into it”  - direct 

rewards for each effort made. 
 It recognizes ALL members and shows flexibility in understanding that meeting 

attendance is often beyond the member’s control and may not be a true reflection of 
the member’s commitment level. 
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Title:  Rules, Rules . . . Everywhere there's Rules! 
 
Time:   10 min 
 
Audience:  4-H members, leaders & parents 
 

 
 
Objective: Develop club policies. 
Supplies Needed:  4-H Club Policy checklist(s), 
pencil(s) 

What you say 
 From time to time, 4-H clubs find it desirable to create club policies such as attendance rules, 

completion requirements, etc. Often these policies run into difficulties. The following are some 
things to think about when setting your club rules. 

 
1. What are the current rules for your club? District Council? Regional Council? Manitoba 4-H Council? 

This is worth investigating - as really there are very few "rules" at the regional and provincial 4-H 
council levels. Often, clubs are operating on out-of-date standards that no longer apply. 

 
2. Get feedback before setting rules. It may be useful to discuss your policy with a leader from 

another club, your Agricultural Representative, Home Economist or your Regional 4-H Specialist. 
These people may know whether such a rule has been helpful elsewhere. Be sure that the current   
4-H members of your club are involved in the discussion. 

 
3. Consider application of the rule. How will it be communicated? Is it fair to everyone? Can and/or how 

should it be enforced? Does it have short or long term application? 
 
4. Remember, the 4-H club makes the rule . . . so the 4-H club can change or remove the rule in future. 

It is important to review your club policies regularly to be sure that they continue to meet your 4-H 
club's current needs. 

We encourage clubs to: 
 Review their rules and carefully consider whether or 

not they are needed. 
 Carefully review situations that arise to ensure that 

rules are not "knee-jerk" reactions to unfortunate 
circumstances that arise from time-to-time. 

 Use the attached checklist to help them develop 
effective club policies/rules. 
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4-H Club Policy Checklist 
 Yes No 

 
1. Do you really need the rule? 

  

 
2. Did your current 4-H club members have the opportunity to vote on 
the rule through a club motion? 

  

 
3. Is the rule fair to everyone? 

  

 
4. Is the rule realistic? 

  

 
5. Is the rule enforceable? 
 a) Is it clear when a person is in violation of the rule? 

  

 
 b) Will you know, in all instances, when the rule is violated? 

  

 
c) Is the intent of the rule clear with few or preferably no 
exceptions to the rule needed? 

  

 
d) Has someone been identified and agreed to enforce the 
rule? 

  

  
e) Has a procedure been clearly laid out for enforcing the rule? 

  

 
 f) Have consequences to rule violation been clearly identified? 

  

 
6. Is the rule in writing? 

  

 
7. Are all club rules on one written sheet of paper to share a copy with 
ALL 4-H members at the beginning of every 4-H year? 

  

 
8. Is the rule free of any evidence of discrimination due to sex, race, 
national origin, religion, physical ability, etc.? 

  

 
9. Has your club clearly identified all the benefits or advantages of 
establishing this rule? 

  

 
10. Has your club clearly identified all the negative consequences or 
disadvantages of establishing this rule? 

  

 
11. Does your club have a process in place to ensure that club rules 
are reviewed annually by the membership? 

  

 
 
 If you answered "no" to any of the questions above, do not establish the rule. 



 

Adapted from Manitoba 4-H Council's The Quality Equation - Quality Experiences 
Binder available in all ag offices 
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Title:  Taking a Hard Look at 4-H Programs 
 
Time: 15 mins. – 1 hr./program reviewed 
            
Audience:  Sr Members, Parents, Leaders 
 

 
 
Objective: To review how well your 4-H programs are 
meeting your objectives. 
 
Supplies Needed:  Copies of the worksheet “Taking a 
Hard Look at 4-H Programs”. Flipchart, markers 

What you say 
 As we plan each 4-H year’s 

program, it is easy for us to 
look at last year’s program(s) 
and simply copy them. After 
all, “if it’s not broke, why fix 
it?” In many instances, this is 
perfectly fine but sometimes 
over the years we can lose 
sight of what we are hoping to 
accomplish with the event. I 
would like to do an exercise 
that will help us focus on what 
we hope to and what we are 
accomplishing with our 
programs. 

 
 We are going to determine 

the objectives for each of our 
programs and then review 
whether we are successfully 
meeting those objectives. 
This review will help us 
determine if we should 
maintain, alter or discontinue 
a program. 

What you do 
 Identify what program you 

want to review.  E.g. 
achievement, Club 
Communications, etc. 

 
(Note: You could also use this for 
district council or interclub 
events.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Use the flipchart to note the 

4 basic headings and the 
responses. You may want to 
have general brainstorming 
(where all comments are valid 
& recorded) then develop 
group agreement on the 
priority answers. 

What participants do 
 Reach agreement on program 

to review. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Contribute to discussions 
 Have one person record the 

group agreement on the 
worksheets. This will supply a 
record of your discussions for 
implementing future action 
plans. 

 



 

Adapted from Manitoba 4-H Council's The Quality Equation - Quality Experiences 
Binder available in all ag offices 
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Taking a Hard Look at 4-H Programs 

 
1. 4-H Program (be specific – e.g. achievement) 
2. Objectives of the Program: 

Why do we organize this program? What do we hope to accomplish through this program? 
Consider these questions and list 2 – 5 objectives for the program. 
i) _______________________________________________________________________ 

ii)_______________________________________________________________________ 

iii)_______________________________________________________________________ 

iv)_______________________________________________________________________ 

v)_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Meeting the Objectives? 
Are the above objectives being met by the program? 
 Yes ____  No ____  Somewhat ____ 
If yes or somewhat, can we better meet our objectives through a change (minor or major) in the program? 
Brainstorm ideas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 If no,  -  Can we meet our objectives through a change in the program? 

- What objectives does the current program meet? Are these objectives important to us? 
- Should we discontinue this program for a program that will better meet our needs? 

Record discussion results below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Action Plan (check all applicable) 

____ We will keep this program the same as it meets our objectives 
 
____ We will change this program to better meet our objectives. The recommended changes are: 
   

 
 
 ____ We will discontinue this program as it no longer meets our objectives. 
 
 ____ We will develop a new program that better meets our objectives. The details are: 
 
 



WHAT IF . . .  
 
Audience:  4-H leaders, parents, senior members 
Objective:  To become aware of the flexibility in the 4-H program 
What you do: Cut out the cards below, then either go through the deck from top to bottom, 

reading all the examples and answers, or go to specific questions of interest to you.  
You might be surprised at the answers! 

 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
We want to do a project 
that is not covered in an  
existing project manual? 
 
 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
Our project group wants 
to meet less often than 
once a week? 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
A 4-H member wanted to 
complete a project in a 
weekend? 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
A member wanted to 
start their project in 
July? 
 
 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
Our club wants to achieve 
in the fall instead of 
spring? 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
I would like to start a 4-H 
club in our community but 
only have 5 members? 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
Our club doesn't want to 
have club uniforms? 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
We can get all of our club 
business done without 
having a business meeting 
each month? 
 
 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
We have members who do 
not want to participate in 
communications but still 
want to belong to 4-H? 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
I want to belong to a 4-H 
horse club, but don't own 
a horse? 
 
 
 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
I am doing a Woodworking 
Project and would like to 
make 2 larger "final 
products" rather than 3? 
 

 
WHAT IF . . .  
A 4-H member cannot 
attend all of the club 
meetings but still wants 
to achieve? 

4-H Club Discovery 
Zone 2002 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GO FOR IT! 
It can be done!  The minimum 
requirement is just 12 hours, so 
it can be done in a time frame 
that suits you!  Then relax, enjoy 
the rest of the club meetings and 
functions and be ready for 
achievement day. 

GO FOR IT! 
Project meetings should meet the 
needs of the volunteers and the 
members. The minimum requirement 
for a 4-H project is just 12 hours, 
however, younger members learn 
better in shorter and more frequent 
meetings.  How much time you take 
and how much you want to learn is 
very flexible. 

GO FOR IT! 
The choices are limitless for 4-H 
projects!  If a manual is not 
available on your chosen topic, 
take Create-a-Project – a manual 
designed to help an individual or 
group create a project of their 
own choice, and it's not just for 
senior members anymore! 

GO FOR IT! 
There is no minimum number 
of members needed to form a 
club.  The rule of thumb is 
that you need members from 
at least 2 families to form a 
club. 

GO FOR IT! 
There is no rule saying when 
achievements must be held.  
It is totally up to your club!  
If you think a change might 
work, why not try it? 
 

GO FOR IT! 
Why not get a head start 
while things are slower over 
the summer?  You and your 
leader control the timing of 
project meetings – so go for 
it! 
 

GO FOR IT!  
There are no communication 
participation rules set at provincial 
or regional level.  IF you have such 
rules, they are set by your 4-H 
district council or club.  If these 
rules are not suitable for your club, 
you have the right to present your 
concerns and effect change.  See 
"Communications – The Big Picture" 
in this section of the DZ box. 

 

GO FOR IT! 
Your club can determine what 
works best for you.  How many 
meetings do you need to get club 
business done?  If you can do it 
in 4 meetings rather than 8, go 
for it!  Having your club assess 
how many meetings are right for 
them teaches a valuable 
management tool. 

GO FOR IT! 
Many clubs choose not to have 
uniforms, others choose a casual 
uniform (like matching T-shirts), 
and still others choose a more 
formal style of uniform.  Club 
members have the right to 
determine if they will have 
uniforms and what they will look 
like. 

GO FOR IT! 
Again, there are no club 
attendance rules at provincial 
or regional level.  If the 
current attendance rules are 
not meeting your clubs' needs, 
you have the right to present 
your concerns to your 
club/district council. 

GO FOR IT! 
Project completion guidelines are 
outlined in each 4-H project 
manual, but flexibility is always 
the key!  If you wish to make 
changes, just discuss your 
proposal with the local ag rep or 
home economist, just so there 
are not surprises come 
achievement day! 

GO FOR IT! 
The first unit is designed for 
members who may or may not 
have a horse.  Future units do 
require access to a horse but 
the member can arrange to 
borrow a horse or 2 members 
can even use the same horse. 

 



 
 
 

All meetings that “work” have a few things in common – 
 
a). A chairperson that keeps the meeting on track. 
 
b). The people attending are willing to participate and cooperate. 
 
c). An agenda. 
 
“Agenda Scramble” another activity in this section, describes the who, what, when, where 
and why of an agenda for a 4-H meeting. 
 
Here are a few more tips to help plan a successful club meeting: 
 
1. Arrange the meeting room (tables, chairs, etc.) to help make the meeting “work” – so 

all can hear and see. 
2. Start on time. 
3. Roll call – instead of just answering “here”, use this opportunity to practise public 

speaking, Be creative. 
4. Keep the business part no more than half the length of the total meeting. 
5. Be sure to have members make and vote on motions for any decisions, but especially 

for those that involve spending money. 
6. Include something fun or educational at every meeting. 
7. Be sure to set the date, time and location of the next meeting before the meeting is 

adjourned. 
 
On the reverse side, is a blank business meeting agenda that you can use to help plan your 
club meetings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4-H MEETINGS THAT WORK 



 
 
 
Call to Order: _________________________________________________________ 
4-H Pledge:___________________________________________________________ 
Introduce Guests:_______________________________________________________ 
Roll Call: (What response will be used?)______________________________________ 
Minutes of Previous Meeting:______________________________________________ 
 
Executive Reports: 
 Secretary: Correspondence___________________________________________ 
     ___________________________________________ 
     ___________________________________________ 
 Treasurer: Reports and Bills__________________________________________ 
 District Council Reps:________________________________________________ 
 Other:___________________________________________________________ 
 
Standing Committee Reports: 
 Social:___________________________________________________________ 
 Fund Raising:______________________________________________________ 
 Program:_________________________________________________________ 
 Other:___________________________________________________________ 
 
Special Committee Reports:________________________________________________ 
    _________________________________________________ 
    _________________________________________________ 
 
Old Business:____________________________________________________________ 
  ____________________________________________________________ 
  ____________________________________________________________ 
 
New Business:____________________________________________________________ 
  _____________________________________________________________ 
  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Announcements:  President: __________________________________________________ 
    ___________________________________________________ 
  Call from Floor:_________________________________________________ 
 
Date and Location for Next Meeting:___________________________________________ 
 
Adjournment:______________________________________________________________ 
 
Program or Activity:_________________________________________________________ 

BUSINESS MEETING AGENDA 



AGENDA SCRAMBLE 
 
An agenda or plan for a meeting is important to making meetings run smoothly.  The following 
is information about meeting agendas as well as an activity to help members become familiar 
with the order of a meeting. 
 
WHO makes the agenda? Club Executive (President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer) 

 Head or Business Leader 
 
WHAT? An AGENDA is “an outline of what is to be done at the club meeting and how it 

is to be done”. 
 
  SAMPLE AGENDA 

1. Activities for early arrivals 
2. Call meeting to order 
3. Pledge 
4. Roll Call 
5. Minutes of the last meeting 
6. Correspondence 
7. Treasurer’s Report 

8. Committee Reports 
9. Old Business 
10. New Business 
11. Announcements 
12. Adjournment of 

Business Meeting 
13. Program

 
WHEN? At least one day before the club meeting 
 
WHERE? At the most convenient location for your club executive and business leader.  

Possibly at school over noon hour. 
 
WHY?  1.   Set goals for executive and members to meet at the meetings. 

2. Keep discussions on topic - shorter meetings. 
3. Makes sure all topics are included. 
4. Organizes meeting - less confusion - HAPPIER MEMBERS. 

 
AGENDA SCRAMBLE ACITIVITY: Write the agenda items on separate slips of paper and 
put in an envelope making a set for each group.  Divide club members into groups of 4 or 5 
and give each group an envelope.  On your signal, each group opens their envelope and puts 
the agenda items in order.  The first group to successfully sort the slips of paper wins. 
 
ADAPTATION: 

a) Have members choose slips until they are all gone, then sort. 
b) Without talking, have members sort the slips into order. 
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Committees can be used or abused.  When a group purposely avoids making a decision by 
referring an issue or idea to a committee, it’s clearly abuse!  On the other hand, a 
committee can be very useful when it is formed so three or four people can work on a 
specific task that will help the whole group achieve a goal. 
 
4-H clubs that plan on an annual basis often form a committee for each major activity on 
their club calendar.  This gets more people involved in the planning, organizing and leading of 
4-H activities.  Combinations of older and younger members, along with an adult seem to 
work well.  In clubs where distance to travel is a concern, a couple of families that live 
close to each other might work together as a committee. 
 
Using committees can save time at 4-H meetings.  They can be informative seekers – given 
the task of finding out details and possibilities and bringing these to the next meeting.  Or 
they might be doers – carrying out the nitty gritty details after a decision was made at a 
club meeting. 
 
Some committees are active throughout the year.  Phoning committees, publicity 
committees, and recreation committees are found in many 4-H clubs. 
 
Some tips to ensure that committees work effectively in your 4-H club. 
 
 Be sure a chairperson is named for the committee.  It’s that person’s job to get the 

group together – to keep it on track – and to report back to the club. 
 Be clear about what the committee is to do, and set a deadline date when the job should 

be done. 
 Appoint committees early enough so they can bring a written report back to the club and 

involve everyone in the final decisions. 
 Suit the use of committees to the size of your club.  In large clubs, they help to get 

more people involved.  In smaller clubs, the same people might have to be on too many 
committees – and it might be easier on everyone to do more planning as a total group! 

 After the committee report is presented to the club, ask for a motion to “receive” the 
report.  (If the motion is to “adopt” the report, the club is committing itself to carry 
out the plans to the last detail!) 

 Use committees as a learning experience.  Ask for handouts about using committees and 
group decision making from your 4-H Specialist if you are named as a committee 
chairperson, and are unsure of how to proceed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

MAKING COMMITTEES WORK 



 
 
 

 



HOW CAN I BE HEARD? - MAKING MOTIONS 
 
What is a motion?  A motion is like saying to a group “here’s a good suggestion, what do you 
think of the idea?”  To make a motion: 
 

1. Raise your hand 
 
2. Wait for recognition by the chairperson 

 
3. Stand up 

 
4. You now “have the floor” and may say: 

a) “I move that . . .” 
b) Another member seconds the motion: 

A motion is seconded to indicate that more than one person is 
interested in the subject.  To second the motion a member does 
not have to stand or raise their hand to address the chair but 
merely says, “I second the motion”. 

c) The chairperson repeats the motion. 
d) The chairperson calls for discussion: 

It is now time to talk about the motion. 
e) The chairperson asks for a vote - those in favour, those opposed.  

Don’t vote as your friends do. The vote you place is saying your 
opinion.  If most of the members are in favour of the motion the 
motion is said to be carried.  If the majority of the members are 
against the motion, it is said to be defeated.  It is OK to defeat a 
motion.  Not all motions will be appropriate for the club. 

 
ACTIVITY: 
 
Put the following steps for making motions on separate slips of paper.  Cut up and put each 
situation in a separate envelope and provide one envelope to each group.  Groups should 
have 6 or less members (if fewer than six, members can take more than one slip of paper) 
and an adult or senior member.  Each group practices making motions using their “cues” and 
various scenarios. 
 
Once they have mastered their motion, envelopes can be passed around to another group. 
 
 
 

 
 

Adapted from “Marvelous Meetings, Module #2, How Can I Be Heard?”  
available from 4-H Publications 
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1.  You would like to have your club put on a skit at the local 
talent show.  Make a motion. 
 
2.  You are in favour of the motion that your club put on a 
skit.  Second the motion. 
 
3.  You are opposed to your club putting on a skit at the 
local talent show.  Think of some reasons.  Here are some 
ideas: 
a) Last year you and another girl had to plan and do the 
whole skit because everyone chickened out at the last 
minute! 
b) The talent show is usually poorly attended. 
 
4.  You amend the main motion by adding that the chairman 
appoint five (5) people to be responsible for the skit.  “I 
move an amendment to the main motion by adding . . .”that 
the chairman appoint 5 people to be responsible.” 
 
5.  You agree with the amendment to the main motion. 
Second it. 
 
6.  You agree with the amendment because you believe this 
would be a good way of sharing the responsibility.  Support 
the amendment in the discussion. 

 1.  You feel that the club should begin a fund raising drive.  
Make a motion with a specific suggestion for a fund raising 
project. 
 
2.  You agree with the fund raising motion.  Second it. 
 
3.  You disagree with the fund raising motion because your 
club already has $1,000.00 in the bank, and you feel it’s time 
you had some fun instead of work.  State this opinion in 
discussion on the motion. 
 
4.  You agree with the motion but feel that the club needs 
some recreation.  Amend the motion. 
“I move an amendment to the motion to add the words - after 
we have a social event.” 
 
5. You agree with the amendment to have a social event 
before a fund raising event.  Second the amendment. 

 
 

 

  

 
1.  You are planning to take the 4-H mechanics project with 10 
other members.  You would like the club to purchase an old car 
so that you may all work on it as your project.  Stand and make 
your motion. 
 
2.  You are in favour of the motion to purchase an old car for 
the mechanics project. 
Second the motion. 
 
3.  You are against the motion to purchase an old car for the 
mechanics project.  Your opinion is that there are 7 other 
members in the club taking the snowmobile project and last 
year the club defeated a motion to buy 2 old snowmobiles for 
the project.  Mention these points during discussion. 
 
4.  You are against the motion because this is the first year 
for the mechanics project, and you feel they should start with 
something much simpler, like a lawn mower. 
 
5.  You are another prospective mechanics project member 
and you are in favour of the motion: 
a) Last year money was spent to organize a snowmobile trail 
ride, so money could be spend on this project this year. 
b) Members wishing to take mechanics are all senior members 
who have had experience with small engines before.  
Therefore a car is a challenge to them. 
 
6. You are against the motion because a large fund raising 
project would be needed to make such a purchase.  You feel 
that money should be raised for the use of all club members, 
not just a few. 

  
1. You are very anxious to have a 4-H Dance.  Make a 
motion specifying date, time and place of the dance. 
 
2. You are in favour of the motion for a 4-H Dance.  
Second that motion. 
 
3.  You are not in favour of the club having a dance.  In the 
discussion on the motion mention the following points, as 
convincingly as you can: 
- The club doesn’t have much money; 
- The date is too close to another community event (make 
one up!).  
 
4.  You are the club treasurer.  Inform the meeting that 
the club treasury only has $20.57. 
 
5.  You are in favour of the motion to have a dance.  In the 
discussion state your points.  You might say: 
- you might charge a small admission to cover expenses; 
- the other community function would interest only adults; 
- other ideas? 
 
6.  You are the leader of the club.  Tell the group that you 
are expecting weekend houseguests on that date, so you 
will not be able to help very much.  Suggest they consider 
whether they can be sure of another adult chaperone. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 



“MEETING JEOPARDY” 
A take off of the popular TV game show! 

 
Write the questions on index cards with the answers underneath so they can be 
flipped up.  Mount on wall with tape or sticky tack.  Neon colors of cards are great! 
 
Write the values e.g. 100 - 200, etc. on another card or Post It Notes and attach 
to question card. 
 
Make “category cards” - see categories and questions on the back of this sheet. 
 
 
   

Category 
 
 
  Question Cards 
 
  “Values” taped on 
  top to remove as 
  you play game. 
 
 

 
 
     

           
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     

 

 
This activity can be used to educate members, assess their knowledge, as a review 
or as a “get acquainted” activity by having the person say their name and club name 
before answering question. 
 
This game works well with 3 teams “relay” style - 3 piles of paper and a felt pen.  
Write answer (front person in each row answers each question).  Get points for 
correct answer - remove points if incorrect.  Allow a “pass” - with no points 
deducted.  Person in left row picks category first - then move one right for next 
selection, etc.  (Lose turn to select if did not answer questions correctly.) 
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WHO’S WHO DOLLARS AND SENSE RULES OF ORDER THIS AND THAT DOUBLE MEANING 

1.  The head of a group 
coming from the word 
“preside” which means “sit” 
before. 

 
 

PRESIDENT 

1.  A form filled out to 
record money and cheques 
being put into a bank 
account. 

 
 

DEPOSIT SLIP 

1.  A wooden hammer or 
mallet used by the 
chairperson to help keep 
control at a meeting. 

 
 

GAVEL 

1.  The written plan of 
what will happen at a 
meeting. 
 

 
 

AGENDA 

1.  Formal method of 
putting an idea forward for 
discussion at a meeting OR 
moving the body or its 
parts or an act of changing 
place. 

MOTION 
     
2.  A group of people 
formed to perform a 
certain task or bring back 
information / plans to a 
club. 

COMMITTEE 

2.  The club officer who 
keeps track of all money 
received and spent by the 
club. 
 

TREASURER 

2.  What a motion must 
have before it can be 
discussed at a meeting. 
 
 

SECONDER 

2.  A motion used to 
change the wording in a 
main motion. 
 
 

AMENDMENT 

2.  A motion that sets 
aside a decision to a later 
time OR furniture from 
which you commonly eat. 

TABLE 

     
3.  The person who starts 
and conducts a club 
meeting if the president is 
10 or 15 minutes late, or if 
the president has 
indicated he / she will be 
absent. 

VICE-PRESIDENT 

3.  The method 
recommended for payment 
of bills by an organization. 
 
 
 

CHEQUE 

3.  A word describing the 
number of people in an 
organization that must be 
present for the legal 
transaction of business. 
 

QUORUM 

3.  Suggestion that a 
specific person be 
considered for a certain 
position. 
 
 
 

NOMINATION 

3.  Another name for 
“president” OR furniture 
you sit on. 
 
 
 
 

CHAIR 
     
4.  The club officer who’s 
main job is promoting 4-H 
to the community. 
 
 

 
 

NEWS REPORTER 

4.  The form issued by the 
treasurer to someone who 
gives the club money. 
 

 
 
 

RECEIPT 

4.  Basic laws which 
originated in the English 
parliament and which are 
sued today by clubs and 
organizations who meet to 
discuss and decide upon 
common action. 

PARLIAMENTARY 
PROCEDURE 

4.  Pieces of paper used to 
take a vote in secret. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BALLOT 

4.  Record of what is 
decided at a meeting OR a 
way to measure time. 
 
 
 
 
 

MINUTES 
 



OLD 4-H’ER 
 
Time:  15 minutes 

Audience: Junior & Senior members in groups of 2 - 5 players 

Objective: To learn meeting management definitions 

Supplies Needed: Deck of “old 4-H’er” cards. 

 
What you say What you do What participants do 
  Make a deck of cards with 

terms on one half of the deck 
and the answers or definitions 
on the other half of the deck.  
Make one “Old 4-H’er” card in 
the deck with a 4-H emblem in 
the center.   

 
You can either paste papers 
over an old deck of cards or 
use recipe cards and write the 
information directly on them. 

 

 

 We are going to learn some 
definitions about meeting 
management.  Does everyone 
know how to play “Old Maid”? 
Well, we are going to play 
“Old 4-H’er”. 

 Explain rules.  TIP - it is a 
good idea to match the term 
and definitions before you 
play if you think your 
members might not recognize 
all the matches.  The shuffle 
the cards and begin to play. 

  The object of the game is to 
collect the most pairs without 
getting caught with the “Old 4-H’er 
card.  A pair is a match between a 
term and a definition.  E.g. card 1: 
needle - card 2: a pointed pin with 
an eye & no head used for sewing.  
All cards are dealt to the players.  
Players match as many pairs as 
possible and read out the pairs 
before placing the matched pair on 
the table in front of them.  The 
dealer picks one card from the 
player to his right.  If he / she 
gets a match for his / her hand, 
they read out the pair and place it 
in front of them.  If there is no 
match, the card is placed in their 
hand.  Play continues clockwise until 
all pairs are matched.  The player 
with the most pairs is the winner.  
The player stuck holding the “Old 
4-H’er” is the loser of the game. 
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CALL TO ORDER Once the chairperson says, “The meeting will now come to order”, the meeting will 
officially start. 

4-H PLEDGE 

I pledge:  My Head to clearer thinking, 
  My Heart to greater loyalty, 
  My Hands to larger service, 
  And my Health to better living,  
  for my club, my community and my country. 

INTRODUCE GUESTS People invited to attend the meeting to speak, present awards or attend as a 
special guest. 

ROLL CALL The secretary calls the names of the members.  When your name is called, you 
answer with ______.  (Here, your name, your 4-H project, etc.) 

MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING 

The chairperson then asks the secretary to read the minutes of the last meeting.  
The minutes are read.  The chairperson will then ask if there are any errors 
(mistakes) or omissions (something that has been forgotten).  If something is not 
right you tell the president at this time. 

TREASURER’S REPORT 

The treasurer reports to the members what bills have been paid, what money has 
been received, and how much money is in the club bank account.  It is okay to ask 
why money has been paid or received if you do not know.  If you have a question 
about the treasurer’s report, raise your hand and wait for the chairperson to 
recognize you.  After he calls your name, you may ask your question. 

CORRESPONDENCE Any mail that has been sent to the club is read out loud so every member knows. 

OTHER REPORTS 
These are usually from committees.  A committee is formed to get a job done.  At 
this time a committee member will give a report of what has been happening.  I.e. 
District Council Report, Head Leader report. 

OLD BUSINESS (Unfinished Business)  This refers to any left over business from the last 
meeting. 

NEW BUSINESS Should include program. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS Club, district, or regional activities that are coming up. 

ADJOURNMENT 
Once the meeting is over it may be adjourned (it officially ends).  For this to be 
done a member says “I adjourn the meeting”.  It must be seconded.  (This 
prevents anyone from ending the meeting at any point during the meeting). 



 



TALK ABOUT . . .4-H CLUB OFFICERS! 
 
This activity combines members’ knowledge of club officer roles with communications 
skills.  Divide members into smaller groups and assign each group to one of the four topics; 
President / Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer and News Reporter.  One person acts as 
a referee or facilitator.  Give them the following list. 
 
Each member will speak for 10 or 15 seconds about their topic, attempting to say as many 
appropriate words related to their topic. The facilitator crosses the words off the list as 
they are said. The first group to have all the words on their list crossed off wins the 
game. 
 

President / Vice President 
Chair 
Order 
Agenda 

Meetings 
Front 
Time 

Business 
Committee 

Motions 
Decisions 

 

 

Secretary 
Minutes 

Book 
Roll Call 
Names 
Motions 
Letters 

Read 
Meeting 
Accurate 
Carried 

Defeated 

   

Treasurer 
Money 

Records 
Book 

Receipt 
Deposit 

Slip 
Cheques 

Bills 
Report 
Audit 

 

News Reporter 
Newspaper 

Radio 
Promotion 

Public 
Relations 

Lead 
Facts 
Names 
Events 
When 
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE? 
 
Time:  20 minutes 
 
Audience: 4-H members, leaders, parents and staff 
 
Objective: To make members, leaders, parents and staff aware of what has to be 

accomplished to responsibilities lie. 
 
Supplies Needed: A flipchart or poster board, 4 copies of a large cloverleaf, slips of paper 

with responsibilities on them, tape or sticky tac, extra slips of paper. 
 
 
What you say What you do What participants do 
  Before the meeting, make a 

list of offices that need to be 
filled, committee positions, 
events that need helpers; 
anything you can think of that 
needs helpers or organizers 
throughout the year.  Make 1 
copy of each of the 4 
cloverleaves.  Enlarge if you 
have lots of responsibility 
steps! 

 

 As the 4-H year begins, it is 
important that we are all 
aware of the responsibilities 
of members, leaders, and 
parent and staff.  These 4 
cloverleaves represent those 
four groups of people. 

 Put four clover leaves on the 
poster board so that they 
overlap to make a 4-H clover. 

 
 

members 
 
 
        parents  staff 
 

    teachers 
 
 
 

 

 On the slips of paper, you will 
find some of the many 
responsibilities that make our 
club run smootly. 

 Have participants draw 
responsibility slips until they 
are all gone 

 Draw slips 

   



What you say What you do What participants do 
 
 Now place your slips where you 

think they belong - in the 
member, parent leader, or 
staff leaf.  If you think the 
responsibility is shared by 
more than one group, write it 
out again and stick it on all the 
applicable section. 

 
 Have participants place their 

slips with tape or sticky tac 
where they belong on the 
leaves. 

 
 Place slips 

 Does everyone agree with the 
placing of the responsibilities?  
Do we need to make any 
changes?  Did we forget any 
responsibilities?  Sharing the 
responsibilities is the best 
way to keep things running 
smoothly in our club. 

 Lead discussion and make any 
necessary changes that are 
agreed upon. 

 Discuss slips. 
 Make a final copy of agreed 

upon “responsibility clover” for 
future reference.  Be sure you 
share a copy of this 
“responsibility clover” with all 
members, leaders, parents and 
staff so they clearly 
understand the clubs 
expectations. 
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WORD FUN ON MEETINGS 
 
 

C X I N O S R E P R I A H C L B 
O E S E T G N A G U P I C L A R 
R O A W N S N R W K T E R U T I 
R P L B E E S S E N I S U B C H 
E E N U M T R E A S U R E R H L 
S O B S N U C A E A P R T E O T 
P F W I R N M K D O L C H P O G 
O T L N U I M N S E Z I R O K N 
N J I E O M E E T I N G W R C D 
D O O S J N M C O M M I T T E E 
E C N S D G B A S R A T S E G O 
N L O Q A P E V S A R I E R E A 
C L I P R I R E P O R T S A G C 
E A T B R A C I R L S E W E N G 
Q C P M C R I I E A E S N O O D 
S L O O E F T Y S U M D G U M P 
X L D T J B E G I C A R G A A P 
N O A I O B E I D L P O C E H G 
I R S O R V O T E U M C E G T L 
Y X E N P C D S N B I E O P W Q 
L I K E C A L L T O O R D E R P 

 
 

CLUB RECORDS MEETING 
ROLL CALL AGENDA VOTE 
MINUTES REPORT MEMBER 
PRESIDENT SECRETARY BUSINESS 
TREASURER CLUB REPORTER PLEDGE 
CALL TO ORDER CORRESPONDENCE COMMITTEE 
NEW BUSINESS ADJOURNMENT MOTION 
ADOPTION CHAIRPERSON  

 
 
 
 

Adapted from “Marvelous Meetings, Module #1 - What Are Meetings?” 
available from 4-H Publications 
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Title: 21 Balloon Salute 

Time: 20 minutes 
 
Audience: Junior and Senior members  
 

Objective: To have youth identify people that they 
respect. 
 
Supplies Needed: Enough balloons for everyone 
present.  (Have a few extras just in case)  Markers 
that can be used on the balloons without popping 
them.  Straight pins for everyone. 

What you say 
 Whenever we speak and 

whenever we act, we are either 
showing respect or disrespect. 
Today we are going to have a 21-
Balloon Salute! (Use however 
many participants you have for 
the number of balloons in your 
salute) We'll start by blowing up 
your balloon and tying it in a 
knot. 

 
 
 I want you to think of someone 

that you respect.  Write that 
person's name or initials on your 
balloon with a marker. 

 
 
 Now I want each of you to share 

why you respect that person. 
(This section can be skipped if 
the members would like their 
person to remain anonymous.) 

 

What you do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Pass out balloons.  Help tie 

knots for those having 
trouble tying. 

 
 
 
 Pass out markers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Have each participant give 

their example and their 
reason why they chose that 
person. 

 

What participants do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Blow up and tie balloons 
 
 
 
 
 
 Mark name of respected 

person on balloon 
 
 
 
 
 
 Share their name and 

reason 
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What you say 
 
 It's time for the 21-Balloon 

Salute!  Everyone line up in a 
very straight line.  Hold your 
balloons high and your pins 
ready.  Number 1 will pop 
his/her balloon when I give 
the signal FIRE! Continue 
down the line in order until 
all of the balloons are 
popped. 

 
(HINT: It is easier for the 
members to keep a rhythm if 
you walk along and point to the 
member when it is their turn.) 
 
 
 
Fun Extras: 
Stuff candies or confetti 
sparkles in the balloon to create 
a celebratory shower when they 
are popped. 

 
What you do 
 
 Hand out pins and instruct 

them to be very careful not 
to poke themselves or some 
else, and that you will need 
them back immediately after 
the salute. Line participants 
up and give the signals to 
fire leaving a few seconds in 
between each balloon. 

 
What participants do 
 
 Take part in the salute by 

popping their balloon at the 
signal fire. 
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Title:  Back to Basics 
 
Time: 30 mins.+ 
 
Audience:  Junior & Senior Members, Leaders, 
Parents, District Councils 

 
 
Objective: To remember why we joined 4-H 
 
Supplies Needed:  slips of paper, bowl, sticky 
tac, flipchart/markers or black board, variety of 
art supplies 

What you say 
 Sometimes it’s important to go 

back and remember the 
reasons that we joined 4-H as 
members, leaders and families. 
We can use it as a checkpoint 
for valuing our participation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Challenge the participants to 

use the topics identified to 
create a slogan for your club.  

What you do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Distribute slips of paper 
 
 Ask participants to write 

their reasons why they 
joined 4-H on the slips and 
collect the slips in a bowl. 

 
 Start collecting slips as 

soon as the first ones are 
written. Group them into 
common topic areas. E.g. 
Topic: Friends might include  
“because my friends were in 
it”, “because I wanted to 
make new friends”, etc. 

 
 Share the groupings 
 
 
 
 Divide the participants into 

work groups of 4 – 7 people 

What participants do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Write the reasons why 

they joined 4-H on slips 
of paper –    1 
reason/paper slip 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Participants agree with 

or add to the identified 
groupings. 

 
 Each group develops a 

creative slogan for your 
4-H club. 
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What you say 
 E.g. – Friends, Fun Times and 

Fantastic Skills keep us 
coming back to the Forsyth 
4-H Club. OR 

 
- Friends 
- Organizational skills 
- Recreation 
- Skills 
- Young people  
- Trust 
- Honesty 

What you do 
 

What participants do 
 If time permits, have the 

groups develop posters 
depicting their slogan OR hold 
a vote to select the group’s 
favorite slogan – use it as a 
guide when planning 4-H 
events. 
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Title:  Commitment to Excellence 
 
Time:   15 min 
 
Audience:  Junior & Senior Members 
 

 
 
Objective: Develop a club code of conduct 
 
Supplies Needed:  Copies of “Commitment to 
Excellence” (on reverse) 

What you say 
 The 4-H Program is about 

young people developing to 
their full potential. 
Together we make a 
“Commitment to Excellence”. 

What you do 
 
 
 
 
 Distribute and discuss the 

“Commitment to Excellence” 
document. 

 
 Personalize the code for 

your club. 
 
 Prepare the adopted club 

code by copying it onto nice 
paper. Distribute a copy to 
each member at the next 
meeting. 

 
 Refer to the points within 

the code throughout the 
year. 

What participants do 
 
 
 
 
 Listen, read, ask questions. 
 
 
 
 Add, delete and/or adopt 

the code for use in your 
club. Do it through a motion 
at a business meeting. 
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Manitoba 4-H Program 
 

Commitment to Excellence 
 
 

 I believe that participation in the Manitoba 4-H Program should demonstrate my own 
knowledge, ability, and skill of the projects in which I participate. 
 

 I will do my own work to the full extent I am capable and otherwise will only accept 
advice and support from others. 
 

 I will not use fraudulent, illegal, deceptive or questionable practices in the construction, 
creation, development, or exhibition of my project. 
 

 I will read, understand, and follow the rules without exception of all project exhibits in 
which I am a participant and ask that my parents and the leader of my project do the 
same. 
 

 I wish for my 4-H project to be an example of how to accept what life has to offer, both 
good and bad, and how to live with the outcome. 
 

 I realize that I am responsible for: 
 The production of high quality, wholesome exhibits and products through my project 

work. 
 Demonstrating strong moral character as an example to others. 

 
 
 
 
 
Member        Date 
 
 
 
 
Parent or Guardian       Date 
 
 
 
 
Project Leader       Date 
 
 
The primary purpose of this document is as an educational tool. Put a copy up on the 
refrigerator door (or other highly visible place in the home) so that the points raised in the 
document are seen and discussed by family members. 
 
Adapted from the Idaho 4-H Program.  



 

Title: Gearing Up! 
 
Time: 20 min. 
 
Audience:  Junior Members. Minimum of 10 people 

Objective: To demonstrate teamwork by having the 
youth be "gears", each depending on the other. 
 
Supplies Needed: Scraps of paper with odd numbers 
- 3,5,7 etc. 

What you say 
 Just as well functioning gears keep 

machinery going, responsibility 
keeps our community going.  To see 
how it works, I'm turning each of 
you into a "tooth" on a gear.  The 
3's will form a tight circle by 
holding hands and facing outward.  
Now the 5's will form their own 
circle in the same way.  The 5's 
circle will move very close to the 
3's and "interlock" with the two 
circles touching at a tangent point 
when they rotate.  In that way, 
one gear turns the other.  They 
can be joined by other circles of 
7's, 9's etc.  Got it? 

 
 Start moving now, with the 3's 

going first, speeding up or slowing 
down.  The 3's get everyone else 
going, causing the others to follow 
suit. 

 
 Everyone STOP.  Put on the brakes 

and reverse.  Go in the opposite 
direction. 

 
 You make a great set of gears!  

Every tooth was in place.  You were 
like fine-tuned machinery.  In life, 
if everyone does his or her part, 
things move a lot more smoothly. 

 
 Help me think of responsibilities in 

our 4-H Club.  Are the 
responsibilities shared?  Does our 
club work like a machine with well-
oiled gears?  Do we sometimes 
have breakdowns? 

What you do 
 Draw slips of paper to see 

who are 3, 5, 7 gears etc. 
Note: You will need 3 – “3”s, 
5 – “5”s, 7 – “7”s, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Assist youth by getting 

each gear into formation. 
Starting with the smallest 
gear (3’s) and working up. 

 
 Help the 3' s start moving 

slowly, then speeding up. 
Help the 5’s, 7’s, 9’s etc. get 
connected into the next 
lowest gears. 

 
 After three or four rounds 

call a STOP, and have them 
reverse direction.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Help generate ideas that 

require responsibility in the 
4-H Club. 

What participants do 
 Participants form circles 

according to assigned numbers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The 3's start the movement. 

The other gears move 
according to how the 
momentum develops. 

 
 Everyone follows the leader's 

instructions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Give ideas for roles or 

responsibilities in the club. 

 4-H Club Discovery 
Zone 2002 
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Title:  High In The Sky 
 
Time:  45 minutes 
 
 
Audience: Junior and Senior Members 
 

Objective: To have participants set some goals for 
themselves and realize what needs to be done to 
accomplish their goals. 
 
Supplies Needed: Star, Moon and Cloud Shapes 
(large enough to write on), colored paper, scrap paper, 
markers, string or ribbon, hole punch, scissors. 

What you say 
 
 It is important in our lives to set 

goals so that we know what we want 
to accomplish.  

 
 We are going to brainstorm some 

things that we want to accomplish. 
Write down some goals for yourself.  
Pick the one that is most important to 
you. 

 
Example: 
As club president, I want to lead very 
successful 4-H meetings 
 
 
 
 Neatly write what your goal is on a 

cloud shape. 
 
 
 Now that you have one goal that you 

want to strive toward, I want you to 
list some of the things you need to do 
in order to accomplish your goal. 

 
e.g. Meet with executive prior to meeting, 
hold workshop so all members know how 
to make motions, prepare an agenda, . . . 
 
 
 
 Neatly write what you need to do on 

star shapes and hang them from the 
clouds. 

What you do 
 
 
 
 
 
 Assist members with 

goal setting and 
picking which goals 
they really are 
committed to working 
on. 
 

What participants do 
 
 
 
 
 
 Brainstorm some goals on 

scrap paper.   
 
 Pick one goal to focus on.  

This will be the cloud. 
 
 Draw and cut out a cloud 

shape.  They can use 
colored construction 
paper, color it or 
whatever they choose. 

 
 Neatly write your goal on 

a cloud shape.  
 
 On scrap paper list some 

of the things they need 
to do so that they can 
accomplish their goals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Cut out star shapes and 

neatly write each thing 
they need to do on a 
star.  
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What you say 
 
 Now that you know what 

you need to do, I want you 
to think of some people 
that can help you 
accomplish the jobs.  Is it 
your head leader, your 
home economist, your 
executive? 

 
 Neatly write your helpers 

names on the moon shape. 
 
 
 Now let's put our "High in 

the Sky" plans together.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Encourage members to 
complete "High in the Sky" 
plans for other goals in their 
life. 

What you do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Members may wish to build 

their clouds, moon and stars 
into a poster, a collage or a 
mobile. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What participants do 
  
 Determine who are some of 

the people they can get to 
support them in achieving 
their goal.  

 
 
 
 
 
 Cut out a moon shape and 

neatly write these names on 
it.  

 
 Encourage members to 

display their "High in the 
Sky" creation in a visible 
location as a reminder to 
keep working towards their 
goal. 
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Title:  Rules, Rules . . . Everywhere there's Rules! 
 
Time:   10 min 
 
Audience:  4-H members, leaders & parents 
 

 
 
Objective: Develop a club code of conduct 
 
Supplies Needed:  4-H Club Policy checklist(s), 
pencil(s) 

What you say 
 From time to time, 4-H clubs find it desirable to create club policies such as attendance rules, 

completion requirements, etc. Often these policies run into difficulties. The following are some 
things to think about when setting your club rules. 

 
1. What are the current rules for your club? District Council? Regional Council? Manitoba 4-H Council? 

This is worth investigating - as really there are very few "rules" at the regional and provincial 4-H 
council levels. Often, clubs are operating on out-of-date standards that no longer apply. 

 
2. Get feedback before setting rules. It may be useful to discuss your policy with a leader from 

another club, your Agricultural Representative, Home Economist or your Regional 4-H Specialist. 
These people may know whether such a rule has been helpful elsewhere. Be sure that the current   
4-H members of your club are involved in the discussion. 

 
3. Consider application of the rule. How will it be communicated? Is it fair to everyone? Can and/or how 

should it be enforced? Does it have short or long term application? 
 
4. Remember, the 4-H club makes the rule . . . so the 4-H club can change or remove the rule in future. 

It is important to review your club policies regularly to be sure that they continue to meet your 4-H 
club's current needs. 

We encourage clubs to: 
 Review their rules and carefully consider whether or 

not they are needed. 
 Carefully review situations that arise to ensure that 

rules are not "knee-jerk" reactions to unfortunate 
circumstances that arise from time-to-time. 

 Use the attached checklist to help them develop 
effective club policies/rules. 
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4-H Club Policy Checklist 
 Yes No 

 
1. Do you really need the rule? 

  

 
2. Did your current 4-H club members have the opportunity to vote on 
the rule through a club motion? 

  

 
3. Is the rule fair to everyone? 

  

 
4. Is the rule realistic? 

  

 
5. Is the rule enforceable? 
 a) Is it clear when a person is in violation of the rule? 

  

 
 b) Will you know, in all instances, when the rule is violated? 

  

 
c) Is the intent of the rule clear with few or preferably no 
exceptions to the rule needed? 

  

 
d) Has someone been identified and agreed to enforce the 
rule? 

  

  
e) Has a procedure been clearly laid out for enforcing the rule? 

  

 
 f) Have consequences to rule violation been clearly identified? 

  

 
6. Is the rule in writing? 

  

 
7. Are all club rules on one written sheet of paper to share a copy with 
ALL 4-H members at the beginning of every 4-H year? 

  

 
8. Is the rule free of any evidence of discrimination due to sex, race, 
national origin, religion, physical ability, etc.? 

  

 
9. Has your club clearly identified all the benefits or advantages of 
establishing this rule? 

  

 
10. Has your club clearly identified all the negative consequences or 
disadvantages of establishing this rule? 

  

 
11. Does your club have a process in place to ensure that club rules 
are reviewed annually by the membership? 

  

 
 
 If you answered "no" to any of the questions above, do not establish the rule. 
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Title: The Snakes & Ladders of 4-H 

Time: 30 min. 
 
Audience: Jr. & Sr. members 
 

Objective: To discuss the positive & negative life 
experiences offered by 4-H and try to determine solutions 
to eliminate the negative. 
 
Supplies Needed: game board(s), 1 dice/game board, game 
piece for each player 

What you say 
 “The Snakes & Ladders of 4-H” is played 

very similar to the rules of an old 
traditional game. However, “The Snakes & 
Ladders of 4-H” has two twists.  
 
The ‘ladders’ are all those uplifting positive 
experiences that you have enjoyed in 4-H. 
Every time you land on a ladder, you shoot 
up the ladder and describe a positive or 
growing experience you have had about the 
topic printed on the ladder. E.g. If you land 
on the Communications ladder, you might 
share how you stood up & spoke at a 4-H 
meeting for the first time. 
 
The ‘snakes’ are those beady-eyed, down in 
the dumps situations that you have seen in 
4-H. E.g. cheating, unfair competition, 
being left out, doing a poor job. It might 
have happened to you or someone else. 
Every time you land on a snake, you slide 
down and describe a negative experience 
that 4-H has or might offer you. All the 
players brainstorm ideas about how these 
situations could be prevented in future.  
 
E.g. My best friends mom sewed her final 
sewing project so it looked way better 
than mine. I felt like my work looked awful 
next to it and I felt like she cheated. 
Possible prevention strategies include: 
 Ensure everyone knows the rules  

members must do their own project 
work. 

 Know within yourself that you can be 
proud of the new skills that you 
learned. 

What you do 
 Allocate teams 2 – 4 players 

or teams per board. 
 
 Hold up game board to 

illustrate points 
 
Variations: 
 You can play this as teams. 

Keep the maximum number 
per team to 4. That is 4 
teams of 4 or 16 per game 
board. Have everyone on the 
team relate the experience. 

 Post the game board on the 
wall and play as a large group. 
Pass the dice and take turns 
rolling the numbers. Share & 
discuss any snakes or ladders 
as a group. 

 If there are specific ‘snakes’ 
that you want your club to 
talk about, make a ‘snake 
pile’; a pile of index cards 
with specific scenarios on 
them. The player who lands 
on a snake draws a card from 
the pile, reads it aloud and 
the whole group discusses 
preventative measures. 

What participants do 
 Each player/team selects 

a game piece and places 
it on ‘1’. Toss die to see 
who goes first – highest 
number starts. Continue 
play clockwise. Players 
toss the dice in turn and 
move their game piece 
according to the number 
rolled. If you land on a 
ladder, shoot up and 
share a positive or 
growing experience that 
you have had in 4-H. If 
you land on a snake, slide 
down and describe a 
negative 4-H experience. 
All players brainstorm 
ideas for preventing the 
negative situation in 
future. The first player 
to reach 100 with an 
exact toss of the dice 
ends the game. (Nearing 
100 – if a player rolls a 
number that is too high, 
he/she loses their turn.) 
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Title:  Taking a Hard Look at 4-H Programs 
 
Time: 15 mins. – 1 hr./program reviewed 
            
Audience:  Sr Members, Parents, Leaders 
 

 
 
Objective: To review how well your 4-H programs are 
meeting your objectives. 
 
Supplies Needed:  Copies of the worksheet “Taking a 
Hard Look at 4-H Programs. Flipchart, markers 

What you say 
 As we plan each 4-H year’s 

program, it is easy for us to 
look at last year’s program(s) 
and simply copy them. After 
all, “if it’s not broke, why fix 
it?” In many instances, this is 
perfectly fine but sometimes 
over the years we can lose 
sight of what we are hoping to 
accomplish with the event. I 
would like to do an exercise 
that will help us focus on what 
we hope to and what we are 
accomplishing with our 
programs. 

 
 We are going to determine 

the objectives for each of our 
programs and then review 
whether we are successfully 
meeting those objectives. 
This review will help us 
determine if we should 
maintain, alter or discontinue 
a program. 

What you do 
 Identify what program you 

want to review.  E.g. 
achievement, Club 
Communications, etc. 

 
(Note: You could also use this for 
district council or interclub 
events.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Use the flipchart to note the 

4 basic headings and the 
responses. You may want to 
have general brainstorming 
(where all comments are valid 
& recorded) then develop 
group agreement on the 
priority answers. 

What participants do 
 Reach agreement on program 

to review. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Contribute to discussions 
 Have one person record the 

group agreement on the 
worksheets. This will supply a 
record of your discussions for 
implementing future action 
plans. 
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Taking a Hard Look at 4-H Programs 

 
1. 4-H Program (be specific – e.g. achievement) 
2. Objectives of the Program: 

Why do we organize this program? What do we hope to accomplish through this program? 
Consider these questions and list 2 – 5 objectives for the program. 
i) _______________________________________________________________________ 

ii)_______________________________________________________________________ 

iii)_______________________________________________________________________ 

iv)_______________________________________________________________________ 

v)_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Meeting the Objectives? 
Are the above objectives being met by the program? 
 Yes ____  No ____  Somewhat ____ 
If yes or somewhat, can we better meet our objectives through a change (minor or major) in the program? 
Brainstorm ideas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 If no,  -  Can we meet our objectives through a change in the program? 

- What objectives does the current program meet? Are these objectives important to us? 
- Should we discontinue this program for a program that will better meet our needs? 

Record discussion results below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Action Plan (check all applicable) 

____ We will keep this program the same as it meets our objectives 
 
____ We will change this program to better meet our objectives. The recommended changes are: 
   

 
 
 ____ We will discontinue this program as it no longer meets our objectives. 
 
 ____ We will develop a new program that better meets our objectives. The details are: 
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Title: The Gift 

Time: 45 minutes (best divided over 2 
meetings) 
 
Audience: Junior and Senior Members 
(younger siblings too) leaders and parents. 
 
 

Objective: To offer members an opportunity to 
make a gift for someone.  Working as a group it is a 
project packed with love and care. 
 
Supplies Needed: Meeting number 1: No supplies 
needed. Meeting #2: Gift box(es), decorations, 
wrapping paper, tape, card(s), gift items. 

What you say 
Meeting #1 
 A caring person is a person who 

shows consideration, kindness, 
compassion, and generosity to 
others.   

 
 Today we are going to decide 

to give a gift to someone. The 
wonderful part about gift 
giving is that it makes the “gift 
givers” feel as good as the 
“gift getters”. Who would you 
like to give a gift to? 

 

What you do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Brainstorm with members 

about possible gift 
recipients. Gather lots of 
ideas - writing each one on a 
flipchart or blackboard. 
Some ideas may be: your 
local hospital patients, 
seniors in the personal care 
home, disaster victims on 
the news, your town and 
municipal councilors, the 
teachers in your school, the 
kindergarten class, etc. 
After all the ideas are 
gathered, help the group 
decide which group to give 
your gift(s) to. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What participants do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Brainstorm ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Decide on one group to 

give your gift(s) to. 
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What you say 
 We have now decided that 

_______ will receive our 
gifts. What do you think we 
should give them? Please 
consider both items or a gift 
of our skills. (That is, work we 
could do for them or we could 
give them coupons redeemable 
for a certain service.) 

 
 Now we must collect all the 

necessary supplies to prepare 
our gift at the next meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
Meeting #2 
 Tonight, we get to prepare 

and deliver?? our gift. 

What you do 
 Brainstorm with members 

about possible gifts. After 
all the ideas have been 
listed prioritize the ones 
that are best – (that is, you 
can do or afford, meets the 
gift recipients’ needs, etc.) 

 
 
 
 Assign responsibilities for 

everyone to prepare 
something for the next 
meeting. Remember gift 
box(es), items, coupons for 
services, card, etc. 

 
 
 
 Organize preparation of 

gift box(es). 
 Determine delivery method. 

(May be at this meeting or 
may be assigned to someone 
to do after the meeting. Be 
sure that if all members 
can’t participate in the 
delivery, that everyone 
receives a report on the 
gift recipients reaction.) 

 
 
 

What participants do 
 Brainstorm gift ideas. 
 Select your favorite ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Accept responsibility to 

bring certain items to the 
next meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Prepare and possibly 

deliver gift(s). 
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Title: “The Line in the Sand”  

Time: 15 – 30 min. 
 
Audience: Junior & Senior members, 
parents and leaders 
 

Objective: To clearly identify ethical and unethical 
behavior. 
 
Supplies Needed: poster (on reverse), scenarios on 
index cards, masking tape 

What you say 
 
 
 
 It is important for you to be 

able to recognize what 
behaviors are ethical and 
unethical. Jeff Goodwin, 
Idaho 4-H Specialist, has 
spent considerable time 
reviewing the question of 
ethics and has developed a 
series of four questions to 
help 4-H members decide 
what is and isn't ethical 
behavior. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 One side represents ethical 

behavior, the other 
represents unethical 
behavior. Based on the “Line 
in the Sand” questions, 
identify the following 
practices as ethical or 
unethical 

What you do 
 Prior to the meeting, 

develop scenarios that you 
want members to consider 
and/or have participants 
develop scenarios about     
4-H project practices or 
activities. Write each 
scenario on a cue card.     
E.g. Livestock - changing the 
color pattern of an animal, 
use of a tranquilizer on a 
show animal. Multipurpose - 
In your advanced 
photography project, you 
are using an adjustable 
camera, which your mother 
set up, and you only click the 
shutter. 

 
 
 Put up appropriate 

questions. 
 
 
 Draw a line in the sand/or 

tape on the floor. 
 
 
 
 
 

What participants do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Have participants develop 

scenarios of behaviors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Assign a scenario to each 

participant and have them 
choose which side of the line 
to stand on. 

 Have the group agree or 
disagree on the choice. 
Discuss the reasons for 
their choice. 
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“The Line in the Sand” 
 

by Jeff Goodwin, PH.D. 
 

Multi-purpose projects: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Livestock projects 

 
 
For more examples of possible scenarios, check out Activity 14 and 15 in the Quality People section 
of the Quality Equation binder. For a more in-depth activity, borrow "The Line in The sand" video 
(livestock based) from your 4-H Specialist. 

Ask the following questions about any practice or activity involved in the 
construction, creation, or exhibition of 4-H project work. 
 
1. Does the practice result in a fraudulent misrepresentation of the project? 
 
2. Does the practice violate the law? 
 
3. Do you have to lie about the practice to cover it up? 
 

If any of these questions are answered yes, the practice is unethical. 
 

4. Will the public stand for it? 
 

If this question is answered no, the practice is unethical or unacceptable. 

What are the four “Line in the Sand” questions? Ask the group to repeat or write 
down the four “Line in the Sand” questions. 
 

A. Does it violate Food and Drug Administration law? 
 
B. Is it fraud? 

 
C. Does it compromise the welfare of the animal? 

 
D. Does it relate to real world agriculture? 

 
 
If question A, B, or C, is answered yes, the practice is unacceptable. Use the 
fourth question of real world agriculture when the first three questions do not 
provide an answer. If the answer to question D is “no”, then the practice is 
unacceptable (or suspect at best). 



   
Title:  Tokens or Knowledge? 
 
Time: 15 minutes; year end is ideal 
            
Audience:  Sr Members, Parents, Leaders 
 

 
 
Objective: Putting 4-H experiences into perspective  
 
Supplies Needed:  1 pencil and 1 sheet of paper for 
every group of three. 
 

What you say 
 Take a moment to think back 

over your 4-H year – What 
were the highlights of your 
4-H year? 

 Recite the poem printed on 
the reverse. 

 When you were reflecting on 
the highlights of the year 
earlier, did you think like 
the father or the son in this 
poem? It is very easy to 
automatically think of the 
material rewards (like the 
son) but often it is the skills 
and values learned that will 
still be rewarding you in 10 – 
20 years time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have just heard a lot of 
reasons for celebrating our past 
4-H year. Congratulations to 
everyone on your personal 
growth. 

What you do 
 Allow 1 minute for the 

audience to reflect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Break audience into groups 

of 3 and brainstorm ten 
skills and values that they 
learnt/improved upon 
through participating in 4-H 
this year. Allow 3 – 5 
minutes. 

 

What participants do 
 Reflect privately on the 

best moments of the year. 
Do not share with others. 

 
 Listen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Brainstorm 10 skills and 

values learned. Work in 
groups of 3. Assign a group 
spokesperson. 

 
 
 Have each group share their 

items with the whole group. 
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There once was a boy won ribbons, mostly red 
Came home from the fair with a big trophy, t’was said 
With a voice glad and proud he said to his Dad, 
“Tis the very best year that I’ve had.” 
 
Said his very wise Dad, “Son, I’d Like to hear, 
Why you think that this was such a very fine year.” 
“Why, Dad, you well know all the prizes I’ve won; 
How I’ve come out on top in most things I’ve done.” 
 
“Just look at the ribbons that hang on my wall, 
And think of the money I’ve made since last fall 
From premium cheques and a big auction price 
You can’t help but think cash and ribbons are nice.” 
 
“But the man said, “My son you’re not thinking right, 
Red ribbons, ‘tis true are better than white: 
But ribbons will fade and trophies grow old, 
Money’s soon spent and fame soon grows cold.” 
 
“The important things, Son, are not ribbons or pins, 
And sometimes it’s really the loser who wins; 
Now here are the things most important, it’s true 
Your 4-H experience has accomplished for you.” 
 
“You’ve seen how a business meeting is run, 
This knowledge will help you in years to come. 
You’ve conquered the fear of addressing a crowd, 
You’ve learned how to stand up and talk nice and loud.” 
 
“Patience you’ve learned in you projects, too. 
As well as your skills that will always help you.  
You’ve learned the fine feeling it gives you to lend 
A glad helping hand to a stranger or friend.” 
 
“You’ve learned to cooperate with majority rule, 
To give in with grace and not be a fool, 
Who must always have his very own way, 
Be it in club work, in school or at play.” 
 
“You’ve learned how to lose without making a ‘beef’ 
You know the judge judges to his best belief. 
You’ve learned how to win without boasting too loud,  
A kid can lose friends if he’s overly proud.” 
 
“These are the things most important to you. 
You’ll remember and use them all your life through. 
They’ll help you become a might fine man, 
They’ll do more for you than a prize ever can.” 

Author and Source Unknown 
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Title:  Why Do We Do What We Do? 

Time:  15 minutes 
 
Audience:  Junior and Senior Members, Leaders 
and Parents 
 

Objective: To identify the reasons behind why certain 
animal care practices are carried out. 
 
Supplies Needed:  Why We Do What We Do activity 
sheet, pencil (1/participant) 

What you say 
 Many Canadians now live in cities so fewer 

people understand agriculture or know how their 
food is produced.  As a result they may not be 
aware of why some agricultural practices are 
carried out and may question Why We Do What 
We Do.   

 

 As 4-H members you represent the agricultural 
industry at a show.  It is important that you 
provide your animal with good care at all times.  
These events are an important and useful way of 
informing the general public about our 
commitment to animal care. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 When you are speaking to the public, you must 

provide correct information about why we do 
the things we do.  The following are some things 
that we do as 4-H’ers that may concern people 
who object to animal agriculture.  Therefore it 
is important to know what these practices are 
and why we do them so we can better explain 
our practices to the public. 

What you do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Distribute “Why We Do 

What We Do” worksheet. 
 Discuss answers 

What participants do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Do activity matching 

the agricultural 
practices to the 
appropriate 
explanations. 

Here are some pointers for speaking with the public: 
 

 Be courteous.  Never consider a question to be silly or stupid.  Use their interest as an opportunity to show 
pride in yourself and your 4-H project.  Tell how you care for your animals and why you are raising them.  
Explain to them what you are learning about animal agriculture and help to inform them. 

 Be positive and enthusiastic about your project.  Show pride in yourself and your project by taking good 
care of your animals and by sharing your learning experiences.  

 Answer questions honestly.  Use your own experiences to help explain your position 
 Don’t have a “kick-butt” attitude.  Arguing with people who have different views from you will not get 

them to change their minds - just as they won’t get you to change yours.  The goal is not to make others 
change their view, rather, it is to present our good image to the public. 

 If you don’t feel comfortable answering a certain question –don’t.  Find your leader, parent, or a 
designated official to help you answer it. 

 Talk to others caring for animals and express concern when incorrect care is given.  We all have a stake in 
promoting proper care of animals by all producers.  We must not tolerate animal abusers. 

 Help others find the facts.  Sometimes when people don’t understand an issue, they develop their own 
answers, even if they are not really informed.  As 4-H members, you need to help provide people with 
correct information about animal care issues. 

Alberta 4-H LAW Two, Learning about Animal Welfare
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Why We Do What We Do 
 
 
On the left is a list of things that we do with our animals that some people may find cruel and unnecessary.  
Match these practices with the appropriate explanation for what we do: 
 

 
Castration 

 
To enhance handling practices, for the safety of the 
animals and the producer, and, or to avoid complications 
later on. 
 
 

Branding and/or tattooing To move animals to a fresh food supply to prevent over-
grazing and soil erosion, or to deliver the animals to 
regulated and inspected processing plants. 
 
 

Eat meat 
 

To learn about proper handling and training of our animals, 
understanding their behavior and celebrating our 
accomplishments. 
 
 

Feed grain to livestock instead of 
starving people 

Domestic animals convert grasses into human nutrition that 
would otherwise not be available.  Meat provides important 
proteins. 
 
 

Transport animals. Permanent identification and theft deterrent.  Not 
currently shown to be excessively painful. 
 
 

Confine animals in pens or cages. To better provide for their individual or group 
environmental and physical needs.  To enable close 
monitoring of their individual health. 
 
 

Remove horns, tails, or trim beaks. To produce high quality meat, we use feed grains. This grain 
is unacceptable as a food for humans. 
 
 

Train and show our animals. To prevent aggressive behavior and enhance the handling of 
animals.  To control the breeding of the animals and to 
enhance the efficiency of feed animals. 
 

 
How would you explain the things we do at livestock shows?  Which practices may appear abusive or 
inappropriate to the non-agricultural public?  Consider the use of handling tools such as whips, 
switches, prods, show sticks, and grooming methods such as clipping and gluing which alter the 
animal’s appearance.  How might these tools or grooming methods be interpreted by spectators? 
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4-H BINGO 
 
 
 
Collect a different signature for each bingo square. 
 

 
Has A 
Pet 
 

 
Snores 

 

Traveled 
More than 

10 km to get 
here! 

 
Has  

Hazel eyes 

Eats 
Ketchup 
On eggs 

 
Sings in 

The Shower 
 

Has been 
To a 

MJHL Hockey 
Game 

Is wearing 
Nail polish 
On their 

toes 

Has been 
To 

Vancouver 

Belongs to a 
4-H club 
with 25 or 

more members 
 

Is wearing 
Grey socks 

 

Favorite  
Color 
Is red 

 
A 4-H 
Member 

Didn’t eat 
Breakfast 

today 

Was born 
Outside 
Manitoba 

Speaks  
More than 

One 
language 

Plays a 
Musical 

instrument 

 
Thinks 4-H 
Is GREAT! 

Taken part 
In the 4-H 

Travel Program 

Hosted a 
Japanese 
Student 

 
A 4-H 
Leader 

 

 
Like Classical 

Music 

 
Golfs 

 
Likes reading 
Mysteries 

Traveled 
Less than 
2 km to 
get here 

 
 
 
This bingo is a good mixer and could be used at an Interclub  
event OR at the beginning of your reorganization meeting. 
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4-H EQUINE BINGO 
 
 
 
Collect a different signature for each bingo square. 
 

 
Has A 

Kimberwick 
 

 
Is a  
Judge 

 

Traveled 
More than 

40 km to get 
here! 

 
Same boot 
Size as you 

 
Rides an 
Appaloosa 

 
From your 
hometown 

 

Has entered 
a 

“Costume” 
contest 

 
Prefers to 
Ride English 

Has done 
The 

“milk run” 

 
Has a 
pet 

Wearing a 
“Western” 

buckle 
 

Favorite 
Color is 
Paint 

 
A 4-H 
Member 

Belongs to 
AQHA or 
MQHA 

Qualifies for 
Doris Day / 
Jack Benny 

classes 
 

Belongs to 
MHC 

 

 
Involved 

With YHDP 

Same favorite 
Ice cream 

Flavor as you 

 
A 4-H 
Leader 

Wearing a 
Western 
Shirt 

 
Has been a 

Team 
coordinator 

 
Has “driven” 
A horse or 

team 

 
Wearing 

Cowboy boots 

 
Rides a 
Paint 

Traveled 
Less than 
2 km to 
get here 

 
 
This bingo is a good mixer and could be used at an Interclub  
event OR at the beginning of your reorganization meeting. 
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  CASSANDRA HAS A CAT 
 

Players use adjectives to describe a very unique 
CAT. 

 
 
1. Have members sit in a circle. The “leader” explains that a 4-

Her named Cassandra has just bought a cat.  Their mission is 
to describe the cat using adjectives starting with a different 
letter of the alphabet. 

 
2. The first member uses an adjective that starts with “A”: 

Cassandra’s cat is an AWFUL cat.  The second member uses a 
“B” word - Cassandra’s is a BEASTLY cat.  The third goes on 
to “C” - Cassandra’s cat is a CUDDLY cat. The game 
continues until all the letters of the alphabet have been used. 

 
VARIATION: 
 To make the game more of a challenge you could have 

the members say all the adjectives before adding their 
new word (ie. Cassandra’s CAT is an AWFUL, BEASTLY, 
CUDDLY and DANGEROUS cat). 

 
NOTE: You can play this game again and again using any animal, 

plant or object.  You could even use the game to 
describe a song, a haircut, a favorite food or a 4-H 
project! 

 
This game is fun and requires no equipment, so it can be played 
anytime and anywhere.  The added bonus – members get to 
practice “speaking out”. 
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GAMES with a WESTERN THEME 
 
These are simple, active games that can be played with a minimum amount of equipment or 
preparation. The games could be used individually OR as a set of stations for a night / 
afternoon of recreation.  You can use stop watches and scorecards to determine a “rodeo 
champion”. 
 

BAREBACK RACE 
 
Equipment: 
 Small Utility Balls 
 Pylon 
 
Place a ball between knees.  Run required 
distance without losing ball and return to 
position.  Pass ball to next player.  
Fastest team wins. 
 
 
 
 

LEAPING LARIATS 
 
Equipment: 
 Skipping Ropes 
 Pylon or Chair 
 
Each player skips to and around the pylon 
and back to the line.  Player then hands 
the skipping rope to the next player. 
 
 
 
 
The next player repeats motion until every 
player has had a turn. 
 

CREEK LEAP 
 
Equipment: 
 Ropes (Skipping Ropes) 
 Mat 
 
Each player in turn tries to jump the 
“creek”.  Those who make it count points 
for their team.  (Standing jump). 
 
 
 
 
* Games by Bessie Nebogie, Currie Elementary School, Calgary 

Public School District 

HOOP DANCE RELAY 
 
Equipment: 
 Hoops 
 
First member puts hoop over his head and 
steps through it, hands hoop to the next 
member who steps through it and brings 
the hoop up over his head.  Next member 
puts hoop over his head, brings it down his 
body and steps through it.  Repeat until 
all players have had a turn. 
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JUMPING BRONCO 
 
Equipment: 
 3 Hula Hoops or Circles made with Rope 
 
Field Plan: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. All members will be given 3 tries 
2. All members must jump for circle A on 

their first try. 
3. On their second and third try the 

members may choose A, B, or C hoops.  
Maximum number of points: 

 1 – 3 – 3 = 7 
 

WILD PONY RACE 
 
Equipment: 
 Balls to bounce 
 Pylons 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First player on each team is given a ball.  
Race to and around pylon bouncing ball.  
Give ball to next player.  If ball is “lost”, 
player must return ball, complete his run 
and pass ball to next player.  First team 
finished wins. 

BUFFALO RACE 
 
Equipment: 
 Burlap Bags 
 
This race is ran like a sack race.  The 
sack is passed to the next person in line.  
Hop up, around obstacle and back into line 
or run as an individual race, running from 
start to finish line. 
 
 

HORSESHOE TOSS 
 
Equipment: 
 Bean Bags or Horseshoes 
 Hoops or pylons 
 
 
 
 
Each player throws “bean bag” into 
“horseshoe” or hoop.  Points could be 
awarded for number of bags in hoop. 

 

3 points 

B 4’ Start Here 3’ A 

5’ 
 
 
C 
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GESTURE GUESS 
 
This game is a lot like charades and can be played as a large group 
or in teams.  It has the added benefit of being playable in a small 
space, and can be used at any time – before, during or after a 
meeting. 
 

Activity: 
 
1. Members select one of the action slips.  Use the ideas provided 

or make up your own list. 
 
2. Without saying a word, the member acts out the action to the 

group or team. 
 
3. Like all good forms of communication, start at the beginning of 

the action and work towards a meaningful ending. 
 
4. Allow between 30 seconds and one minute to act out the action. 
 
5. Once the member has completed the action, have the group / 

team guess what action has been acted out. 
 
Gesture Guess allows members to practice making gestures – a skill 
that can later be used in public speaking and visual presentations.  
But most of all this game can be very FUNNY!! 
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Putting on a pair of skis 
 
Describing a car accident 
 
Washing a newborn baby 
 
Building a book case 
 
Playing a game of basketball  
 
Painting a landscape 
 
Changing the oil in a car 
 
Watching a hockey game 
 
Putting on a sweater that is 
too tight 
 
Looking for a lost contact 
lens 
 
Learning to use a skateboard 
 
Running a marathon 
 
Putting on Mascara 

Playing a computer game 
 
Saddling a horse 
 
Showing a calf 
 
Walking a reluctant big dog 
 
Driving a snowmobile 
 
Preparing a hole for ice 
fishing 
 
Pealing an apple or potato 
 
Measuring a cup of milk 
 
Cooking pancakes 
 
Brushing your teeth 
 
 
Walking in deep snow 
 
Blowing up a balloon 
 
Threading a needle 



Adapted from resources gather at North Central Leaders Forum  
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MAGIC CARPET  
 

There is no “I” in TEAM! 
 

 
Target:  All 4-H’ers  
 
Objective:  Participants must work as a group to turn the “magic carpet” over, without 
touching the ground surrounding the carpet. 
 

Note:  Magic Carpet requires all participants to work in a tightly constrained space, 
therefore it is important to build up to this level of proximity.    
 
Supplies Needed: The “magic carpet” consists of a single piece of tarp or plastic cloth 
(shower curtain, table cloth…).  For groups of 8-12 participants, the carpet should be 
approximately 4 feet by 5 feet.  The size of the carpet and the size of the group greatly 
effect the level of difficulty. 
 
Procedure:  Divide the participants into smaller groups, and have each group stand on their 
“magic carpet”.  Set the stage with the following scenario: 
 

Your 4-H group is on a “magic carpet” ride, high above the fields of the surrounding 
countryside.  You suddenly realize that you are going in the wrong direction, because 
the carpet you are riding is in fact upside down!  Since you are no longer on the ground, 
you must turn the carpet over, without stepping off the carpet. 
 
Debriefing: Some interesting questions to ask participants after this activity include:   
What was their role with regards to the solution – were they active or passive in their 
contribution to the solution?  Who did most of the work?  What would have made this 
activity easier to accomplish? 
 

 
MAGIC CARPET VARIATIONS                            

 For larger groups, divide up the participants and use several “magic carpets” placed near 
each other.  If you mention that the whole group is one team, they may decide to combine 
resources and transfer to another “magic carpet” while turning over the empty carpets.  
Once the group has accomplished the task by combining resources, encourage them to 
repeat the activity, this time without sharing space or carpet with the other members of 
their smaller group. 

 Consider using a series of decreasing sizes of “magic carpets” to increase the difficulty 
level. 

 Another variation using a single “magic carpet” is to begin the activity with one person, and 
gradually add additional team members each time the carpet is flipped over. 

 Try using a variety of different shapes for the “magic carpet”.  In general rectangles are 
easier to flip than squares, and triangles are easier that circles. 
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MANITOBA TOWNS 
 

Paper games are a quick and quiet game.  Play as a team or individual.  You can use this 
as one big game or just use one section and save the rest for another day. 
 

NORTH / NORTHWEST 
 

A former Manitoba Premier ...  ____________ 
A French Prince ................  ____________ 
A yellow stream ................  ____________ 
A branching stream ............ ____________ 
A boy & a town ................ ____________ 
A marshy stream .............. ____________ 
A bird & body of water  ____________ 
A tree & body of water ....... ____________ 
A boy’s rock .................... ____________ 
A great sight ................... ____________ 
A boy & to char ................ ____________ 
A boy ........................... ____________ 
A European Country ............ ____________ 
The cat’s foot .................. ____________ 
A great English Statesman .... ____________ 
 

SOUTHWEST 
 

Grain field ................... _________ 
The first garden ............ _________ 
Long Flowing streams ....... _________ 
A kind of tree .............. _________ 
A girl’s name ................ _________ 
A tree & body of water .... _________ 
A man’s name ............... _________ 
A variety of wheat ......... _________ 
A soft drink ................. _________ 
A boy’s name ................ _________ 
A motor vehicle & small fruit ________ 
An Irish Lake ............... _________ 
The family of Bill ........... _________ 
A tree on fire .............. _________ 
A variety of barley ......... _________ 
 
 

CENTRAL 
 

Happy Rock ..................... ____________ 
Our first Prime Minister ...... ____________ 
A tree & a point ............... ____________ 
With fewer hairs on the head.____________ 
Winter precipitation (rain) .... ____________ 
A motor vehicle & an adult male.__________ 
The room ....................... ____________ 
A tree & body of water ....... ____________ 
A bird & body of water ....... ____________ 
Evergreen forest ............... ____________ 
A cute crossing ................ ____________ 
A boy’s name ................... ____________ 
A country in Europe ........... ____________ 
A red bird ...................... ____________ 
A town for coffee ............. ____________ 

EASTERN/INTERLAKE 
 

A kind of sock .............. _________ 
Grassy fields ................ _________ 
A tree & body of water .... _________ 
A bird & body of water .... _________ 
A girl’s name ................ _________ 
A boy & to char ............ _________ 
A Russian Author ........... _________ 
A kind of stone ............. _________ 
A water mammal on fire ... _________ 
A castle in Scotland ........ _________ 
A Texas city ................ _________ 
A famous painter ........... _________ 
A town for coffee .......... _________ 
A lovely day ................. _________ 
A thing to guide your way.. _________ 
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MANITOBA TOWNS - ANSWERS 
Paper games are a quick and quiet game.  Play as a team or individual.  You can use this as one big 
game or just use one section and save the rest for another day. 
 

NORTH / NORTHWEST 
 

A former Manitoba Premier ...  Roblin 
A French Prince ................  Dauphin 
A yellow stream ................  Ochre River 
A branching stream ............ Fork River 
A boy & a town ................ Angusville 
A marshy stream .............. Boggy Creek 
A bird & body of water Crane River, 
 Swan River 
A tree & body of water ....... Pine River, 
 Birch River 
A boy’s rock .................... Eddystone 
A great sight ................... Grandview 
A boy & to char ................ Rossburn 
A boy ........................... Russell 
A European Country ............ Ukraina 
The cat’s foot .................. The Pas 
A great English Statesman .... Churchill 
 

SOUTHWEST 
 

Grain field ................... Wheatland 
The first garden ............ Eden 
Long Flowing streams ....... Rivers 
A kind of tree .............. Basswood 
A girl’s name ................ Margret, 
 Lenore, Carolle, Lavinia, Isabella 
A tree & body of water .... Oak River, 
 Oak Lake 
A man’s name ............... Douglas 
A variety of wheat…………………..Nepawa,  
                         Medora, Minto 
A soft drink ................. Kola 
A boy’s name ................ Alexander, 
 Charles, Franklin 
A motor vehicle & small fruit  Carberry 
An Irish Lake ............... Killarney 
The family of Bill ........... Clanwilliam 
A tree on fire .............. Oakburn 
A variety of barley……………….Virden 

CENTRAL 
 

Happy Rock ..................... Gladstone 
Our first Prime Minister ...... MacDonald 
A tree & a point ............... Poplar Point 
With fewer hairs on the head.Baldur 
Winter precipitation (rain) .... Snowflake 
A motor vehicle & an adult male.Carman 
The room ....................... LaSalle 
A tree & body of water ....... Elm Creek 
 Cypress River 
A bird & body of water ....... Swan Lake 
Evergreen forest ............... Sprucewoods 
A cute crossing ................ Darlingford 
A boy’s name ................... Roland, Sidney 
A country in Europe ........... Holland 
A red bird ...................... Cardinal 
A town for coffee ............. Starbuck 

EASTERN/INTERLAKE 
 

A kind of sock .............. Argyle 
Grassy fields ................ Meadows 
A tree & body of water .... Pine Falls 
A bird & body of water .... Falcon Lake 
 Gull Harbor 
A girl’s name ................ Hazel/Rosa 
A boy & to char ............ Stuartburn 
A Russian Author ........... Tolstoi 
A kind of stone ............. Tyndall 
A water mammel on fire ... Otterburne 
A castle in Scotland ........ Balmoral 
A Texas city ................ Dallas 
A famous painter ........... Rembrandt 
A town for coffee .......... Starbuck 
A lovely day ................. Beausejour 
A thing to guide your way.. Landmark 
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MORE QUICK AND EASY GAMES 
 
Newspaper Relay 
Equipment: Newspapers 
 Give each relay team two sheets of newspaper and have them line up 
behind a starting line.  The idea is for them to move as rapidly as possible 
across the racing area by putting first one sheet of paper down and stepping 
on it while another is laid down for the next foot.  Have racers move toward a 
goal line, turn and come back to the starting line.  Make sure that they 
understand that they have only the paper that they are given to complete the 
whole race. 
 
Over and Under Relay 
Equipment: Balloon or ball per team 
 Each team is given a ball or balloon.  The first person passes it over his 
head, the second person passes it through his legs, the third passes it over 
his head, and so on down the line.  When it reaches the end of the line, it is 
passed back to the front in the same manner.  The first team to complete 
this is the winner. 
 
Kangaroo Relay 
Equipment: ball, bean bag, etc. 
 Instead of running, each player must hold some object (such as rubber 
playground ball, bean bag, or block of wood) firmly between their knees.  He 
jumps forward to the turning line without using his hands to hold the object in 
place.  If it drops, he must replace it before continuing.  When he reaches 
the line, he may hold the object in his hand and run directly back to his team. 
 
Earth, Air, Fire, Water 
 To develop, literally, the ability to think on one’s feet.  Provide enough 
room for a circle of players.  You will require one bean bag. 
 Players stand in a circle with one player in the centre with a bean bag.  
He/she throws it to someone in the circle – calling out one of the words 
”Earth”, “Air”, “Water”, “Fire”. 
 Depending on the word the thrower calls out, the player catching the 
bag must respond with the name of an animal, a bird, a fish or whistle like a 
fire engine before the thrower counts to ten.  If he/she fails to do so, 
he/she becomes the new thrower.  No creature, once named in a game, can be 
repeated during that game. 
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QUICK & EASY GAMES 
 
Cat and Dog (Your What?) 
Audience: smaller group 10-15 works best 
Equipment: two small objects (ie. eraser and ruler) 

The players are seated in a circle.  Number 1 holds two small objects 
such as a eraser and ruler.  Number 1 passes the eraser to number 2 saying, 
“I pass you my puppy dog.”  Number 2 says, “Your WHAT!” and number 1 
answers, “My Puppy Dog.”  Number 2 then hands the eraser to number 3 and 
the following conversation ensures: 
  2 to 3: “I pass you my puppy dog.” 
  3 to 2: “Your WHAT!” 
  2 to 1: “Your WHAT!” 
  1 to 2: “My Puppy Dog.” 
  2 to 3: “My Puppy Dog.” 
  3 to 4: “I pass you my puppy dog.” 

The eraser is thus passed around the circle and the question in each 
case is referred back around the circle to number 1.  At the same time that 
number 1 sends the eraser around the circle to the right, he starts the ruler 
to the left, saying “I pass you my kitty cat.” 
 The fun, as well as the confusion, starts when the puppy dog and the 
cat meet and the players have to pass questions and answers in both 
directions. 
 Continue until both kitty cat and puppy dog reach number 1 again. 
 
Chorus 
 Everyone extends his hands forward in front, palms inward.  On a 
signal, everyone raises his right arm up, over the head of the person on his 
right and places his hand on the shoulder of that person.  On the second 
signal, do the same with the left arm over the head of the person on your 
left.  On the third signal, everybody squeezes! (When the right arm is placed, 
everyone yells, “hip”, when the left arm is placed, “hip”, and then for grand 
squeeze, “horray”). 
 
Unsupported Circle 
 The game is also called “Knees”.  Any number can play.  The group 
stands in a circle, shoulder to shoulder.  All turn and face the same way.  
Then gently sit down on the knees of the person behind you.  If gravity wins, 
try again!  Then see how many tricks you can perform while perched on each 
others’ knees. 
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Buzz 
 One player starts the game by counting, “one”.  Others, in turn, count, 
“two”, “three”, “four”, “five”, “six”.  When “seven” is reached, that player 
must say “Buzz”.  The counting continues, but any time there is a multiple of 
seven or any number with seven in it, the player must say “Buzz”.  Thus 14, 
21, 28 and others that are multiples and 17, 27, 37 and others containing 
seven must be repeated.  “Buzz” is substituted in their place.  Penalty for 
infraction of rule is paying a forfeit or leaving the game.   
Variation: “Fizz-Buzz”.  More complicated – use “Fizz” for the number five 
and “Buzz” for seven and play as above. 
 
Horse for Sale 
 This is a variation of “Poor Pussy”.  Players sit or stand in a circle 
facing center.  Two people are in the center.  One is the “seller” and one is 
the “horse”.  The “seller” takes the “horse” to a player in the circle and 
offers to sell the horse.  The object is to make the “buyer” laugh while 
discussing the merits of the “horse for sale”.  The “seller” uses whatever 
sales talk he can think of and the “horse” assists by appropriate actions and 
sounds.  If the “buyer” smiles or laughs he then becomes the “horse”, the 
“horse” graduates to “seller”, and the “seller” takes a place in the circle.  If 
the group is large, have two or more selling teams to keep interest and action 
going.  You could also play this as “Steer for Sale”. 
 
My Grandmother 
 The leader announces, “My grandmother doesn’t like tea, but she likes 
coffee.”  If goes from player to player, each saying, “My grandmother doesn’t 
like tea, but she likes _____.”  If a player calls any word with the letter, 
“T”, in it, the leader says, “NO, she doesn’t like that.”  “She likes pears, but 
she doesn’t like grapefruit.”  She doesn’t like tea.  Therefore, she doesn’t 
like anything with the letter “T”, in it.  It will begin to dawn on some of them 
as the game proceeds. 
 
A Test of Time 
Equipment: Leader with watch with second hand 
 Have the audience stand with their hands behind their backs.  The 
leader gives a signal when everyone is to begin timing for one minute without 
looking at a clock, watch or other time telling device.  When each individual 
person thinks one minute is up, he is to sit down.  The leader is in the 
meantime keeping track of time.  Give special notice to the person who sits 
down when exactly 60 seconds have elapsed. 
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Recreation and Your 4-H Club 
 

Meeting management “experts” recommend that group building be a planned part 
of any club meeting.  Try to allow 15 to 20 minutes for “group building” at each 
of you meetings.  This can include refreshments, celebrating or evaluating, and 
recreation! 
 
You can try a recreation break during or after a meeting, or an entire recreation 
evening or afternoon. Recreation breaks usually last from 5 to 20 minutes, and 
include one or two activities. Breaks are great to help solve the problem of 
restlessness.  
 
Try to include a mix of active and quiet activities.  You’ll probably be using what 
are called low-organization games – games that are are simple to teach, easy to 
understand, need little equipment and can be played in a short time. You might 
like to include one or more of these types of games: 
 
1. Ice breakers or mixers – these help people get to know everyone or can 

help to break up or make new groups 
 
2. Quiet games – limited movement, not much “action” 
 
3. Active games – relays and other games that involve lots of movement. Get 

a group excited, moving around and having fun. 
 
4. Mental games – quizzes or guessing games;  
 
5. Stretchers – Breathers – short, simple activity that allows an active break 

between times of deep concentration ( ex. during a meeting or training 
session). 

 
 
Remember, plan your recreation and games to fit the group, the time available, 
AND most important- HAVE FUN!! 
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4-H RELAY 
 
- Divide members into two teams. 
 
- Line up at one end of room in relay fashion. 
 
- Each member hops, runs, etc. to other end. 
 
- Pick an item out of the basket, and say what project 

it represents. 
 
- Return to their team to tag the next member. 
 
- First team that empties the basket correctly is the 

winner. 
 
These are just suggestions for items, you can use anything 
you would like.  The game could also be played using items 
from just one project, safety equipment, etc. 
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4-H RELAY ITEMS 
 
Exploring 4-H Membership Card 
Beef Ear Tag 
Dairy Judging Book 
Equine Horseshoe 
Small Animals Dog Chew 
Growing Things Gardening Gloves 
Babysitting Toy Airplane 
Sewing Bias Tape 
Foods Spatula 
Looking Good, Feeling 
Great 

Shampoo 

Money and More Play Money 
Mechanics Spark Plug 
Car Care Key 
Woodworking Sandpaper 
Crafts Paint 
Photography Film Canister 
Outdoor Living Rope 
Leadership in Action Song Book 
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SCAVENGER HUNT 
 
Scavenger Hunts are always fun and they get people 
moving around after sitting for too long. 
 
A scavenger hunt can have a theme (Christmas, Halloween, 
camping, project related, etc.) AND can be done in many 
ways: 
 
1). Find all items on a list (who finds the most in the 

shortest time) and bring them back. 
 
2). Follow a clue to find the next in a series of clues that 

bring the group to a specific location or goal. 
 
3). Find the items on a list and list their location (you DO 

NOT bring the items back – makes it easier for the 
organizer since you only need one of everything). 
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Here are a few scavenger hunt ideas to get you started: 
 

BIG STORM at the BEACH/CAMP 
 
1. Purple sunglasses 
2. Red running shoe 
3. A striped t-shirt 
4. A beach towel with a boat on it 
5. A knapsack 
6. A rubber boot 
7. A children’s toy 
8. A rusty tin can 
9. A bottle with a message in it 
10. A mermaid 
11. Signature of shipwreck survivor 

(R.C.) 
12. A shell 
13. Piece of driftwood 
14. A green comb 
15. A smooth round stone 
 

TORNADO at the 4-H LIVESTOCK 
SHOW & SALE 

1. An exhibitor’s number 
2. A glove 
3. A show stick 
4. A rubber boot 
5. A stall card 
6. Feed 
7. A grooming comb 
8. A show halter 
9. A program 
10. A judging card 
11. A lead rope 
12. A microphone 
13. A trophy 
14. A club uniform t-shirt 
15. A eartag 
 

I CAN’T FIND a THING in my DESK 
 
1. Wooden ruler 
2. Red pencil 
3. Highlighter 
4. Post-it-Note 
5. Eraser 
6. Scissors 
7. Stapler 
8. Pen 
9. Paper Clip 
10. Tape 
11. Note pad 
12. Staple remover 
13. Letter opener 
14. Glue stick 
15. Push pin 

THE CUPBOARD’S BARE 
 
1. Measuring cup 
2. Spoon 
3. Bowl 
4. Baking pan 
5. Tea towel 
6. Oven mitt 
7. Potato masher 
8. Bottle of spices 
9. Baking powder 
10. Pasta 
11. Can of Pork N Beans 
12. Cookies 
13. Cereal 
14. Salt shaker 
15. ½ teaspoon measuring spoon 
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4-H SKETCHONARY 
 
This is a good game for after a club or project meeting! 
 
One contestant at a time draws a sketch on a flipchart or 
blackboard to illustrate what is written on a card, trying to help 
the rest of the group identify the words. 
 
1. Equipment - a set of topics each written on separate 

cards; topics can be grouped in categories. 
- a blackboard and chalk, or flipchart and pens 

(in a small group, pencil and paper would 
work). 

- A stop-watch or clock with a second hand. 
 
2. Players - any number. If group is large, teams can be 

formed to play against each other (example 5 
people per team). 

 
3. One person at a time pulls a card, reads what is written and 

than has one (1) minute to sketch pictures to help the group 
or that person’s team identify what is written on the card. 

 
Each person on team should take a turn at being artist! 

 
4. Artist should not speak to give clues. SKETCHING ONLY!!  

Can use fingers to illustrate which word or hold hand to ear 
to show “it sounds like” and then draw. 

 
5. Keep score by time – writing down how many seconds it takes 

group to say the correct answer.  If they are not successful 
in getting a solution – add a penalty of 15 (ie. 60 + 15 = 75 
seconds total).  Person or team with the low score wins. 
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4-H Sketchonary Ideas: 
 
1. News Headlines: 
  Camping – a big hit! 

 News Headlines  
 4-Her’s Going to Japan 
 4-Her’s Bowl at Fun Day 
 Manitoba holds 4-H Careers Conference 
 Sleigh Ride – Highlights of 4-H Weekend 
 4-Her’s go to Alberta by bus 
 Japanese youth see Manitoba farm 
 4-Her’s go to Ottawa and Toronto 
 4-H Achievement held 
 Curling fun day is a blast 
 4-H Leaders Travel 

 
2. Projects: 
  Mechanics Beef 
  Exploring 4-H    Light Horse 
  Dairy      Clothing 
  Rabbits      Foods 
  Sheep      Photography 
  Gardening     Outdoor Living 
  Getting a Jump on Life  Crafts 
  Looking Good, feeling Great Woodworking 
 
3. Songs, Mottos and Traditions: 
  Little Green Frog 
  Sipping Soda 
  4-H More than I Ever Imagined 
  4-H Looks Good on You 
  Learn to do by Doing… 
  I pledge my head, ….. 
  Candle Lighting 
  4-H Grace (We thank thee Lord..) 
 
4. Use words for equipment, phrases or terms from specific projects. 
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TIPS ON LEADING RECREATION 
 

1. Show enthusiasm – it is contagious! 
 
2. Get into a position so that you can be seen and heard by the 

group.  Make sure that you have the undivided attention of 
the whole group before explaining the activity.  Be pleasant 
and never reduce yourself to yelling to gain attention. 

 
3. Plan your program.  Know how you are going to deliver it and 

be sure that you have all the supplies together. 
 
4. Before the event, be sure to know the instructions of the 

game so that you can give clear explanations. 
 
5. Get players into teams or formation prior to giving 

instructions.  Be creative when selecting teams so that no one 
feels bad about being picked last. 

 
6. Explain briefly and keep the directions as simple as possible. 
 
7. Stop the activity when there is still lots of excitement.  You 

want to hear groans and “Can’t we play a little longer” not 
“when can we stop”. 



Adapted from “Adventure Challenge – Creating Adventure & Building  
Teams At The Same Time” -  Jim Onerheim & Brenda Shafer  

University of Minnesota Extension Educators 
 

WARP SPEED  
 
 

A great way to learn the names of fellow 4-H’ers! 
 
 

 

Target:  All 4-H’ers  
 

Objective:  Participants must work as a group, and brainstorm ideas to achieve the 
fastest time possible. 
 

Supplies Needed:  
 Soft throwing objects – like a nerf ball, stress ball or beanie baby.   
 Stop watch. 
 

Procedure:  Depending on numbers, divide participants into groups – no more than 
approximately 15-20 per group.  Have each group stand in a circle, facing the centre, 
and allowing for elbow room.  Select someone at random from each group to hand a ball 
to.  Explain that the person with the ball will throw the ball to someone across the circle 
while saying his or her own name.  The person who receives the ball will then throw the 
ball to another person, saying their own name and remembering who they threw the ball 
to.  This continues until everyone in the circle has received and thrown the ball.  The last 
person throws the ball and says their name to the person who started the process.   
 

Note: Once the participants have caught and thrown the ball, they should cross their 
arms so it is easier to determine who is left.   
 

Continue for two or three more rounds until the group can do the action faster and 
without dropping the ball.  Explain that now they are to achieve the fastest time 
possible and you will be timing their speed.   After each round ask if they think they can 
perform the task any faster.  Continue rounds until they have figured out the fastest 
way to complete the task. 
 

Rules: The only rule is that the ball must touch everyone in turn in the original order of 
the first round. 
 

Results:  Eventually some of the participants may attempt to re-organize themselves in 
a line instead of a circle, set themselves in order of touching the ball, move into a 
tighter circle, etc…  All of which is allowable since the only rule is to touch the ball in 
the same order.  As they approach “warp speed”, the group tends to get more creative 
and excited.  For a slight variation, try adding more balls.  In situations where there is 
more than one group, groups could be challenged to beat each other’s time. 
 

Debriefing: Some interesting questions to ask participants after this activity include:  
What kind of problem solving took place?  What made you decide you could re-organize 
yourselves?  Who stays with the rules (unspoken or assumed rules) longer, adults or 
youth?  How might this team effort apply to real life situations? 
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